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The MUSKETEER—Xavier, 1960—focuses on the conditioned individuality of this year, 
this place, the events that pitch, sink, float in the stream of time that began in September 
and ends in May. The people—the living, human causes of these events—the students, 
faculty, and alumni of our University—these are the source of our individuality. The 
MUSKETEER sees, in the manner of metaphor, these individuals as trees living by the shores 
of the stream of time. We see trees stretching and pushing their roots, reaching with branches 
for sky, bending, groaning, bright somehow, strong somehow. The stream goes on. Feeding, 
washing, wearing, it touches the trees. It is violent, strong, erratic, constant. It is time; 
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Time, counted by the years since 1831, has been an impartial witness to the presence 
of Xavier University. Space, too, has been impartial. Space has seen her seeded, growing, 
transplanted, cut back, growing, not yet cut down. From Sycamore Street to Victory 
Parkway, from 1831 to 1960. But we are not impartial. Neither will they be—they who 
are about to come, to pass through, to cling perhaps. Somewhere between these antagonistic 
realizations of impersonal, anytime, anywhere spacetime and our own rightly important 
being—a dry-mouthed and choking awareness that each of us has and can only have him-
self, an awareness whose thirst is given to drink by its own passionate clinging only— 
somewhere between these notions lie the ideas of other men, the idea of a university, if 
you will, the ideas in which we know other, ideas pulled off the printed page, quickly excised 
from sheets of mimeograph paper, ideas hanging—^sometimes till dead—in the space between 
desk and chairs, ideas throttling or soothing the air between conversants. To those who 
have chewed and choked, to those who have hung and to those who have done their share 
of hanging, to those who have somehow assimilated—life-death ideas they know they 
must, even to crawl intellectually, to them, to us, to all who have, do and will know this, 
to these, we dedicate this book. 
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The time of leaves and unabashed oaks and maples—Fall—tempers the high edge of 
a summer and prepares the world. For us. Fall is long lines, first classes, first examinations, 
preparation. Yet nature fights preparation (preparation for what?— f̂or winter?—for 
window ledges lapped with snow, overheated classrooms?^or cold nights and wet days?). 
She goes into life-suspension with a struggle of winds, showing residual elan in a flinging of 
colored leaves. And the leaves, sensing the oncoming snip of time, color in red and yellow 
before they—now drab and brown; first crisp, then soggy, vegetative^all to earth. So 
we, in quiet riots of activity, patches of non-commitment, resist the time of abstraction 
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Bottom row: Rev. Stanley C. Tilliamn, S.J., Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., Rev. Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, S.J., Dr. Raymond 
F. McCoy. Standing: Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, Rev. Walter P. Krolikowski, S.J., Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones, Rev. William 
Hetherington, S.J., Rev. John E. Festle, S.J., Mr. John B. Hart, Mr. Russell Walker. 
The Academic Council is a group presided over by the President. 
It's function is to integrate the universality of the basic liberal arts 
course with the particular exigencies of the present. 
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IN MEMORIAM 
MR. FRANK A. PETERS, 
M.A., Ph.D. 
Even before the year began, Frank Peters 
had gone. One of the most beloved members 
of the Faculty, his integrity, wit, and wisdom 
are sadly missed. No matter what one's con-
victions, one never left Dr. Peter's classes 
without a feeling of enlightenment. 
Although he cannot be replaced his memory 
endures at Xavier. 
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XAVIER FOOTBALL SQUAD—1959 
Left to right, front row: Ed Serieka, Tom Allen, Pete Kappas, Dale Kopinski, Jim Link, Ed Mazurek, Terry CoughHn. Second row Lou 
CarHni, Jim Bolger, Ron CosteHo, Mike Hannon, Mike O'Connell, Hank Rigler. Tliird row: Bob Wishart, Gene Tomczak, Ed Thomas, 
Larry Stelzer, John Kappas, Jim Mullen, Mark Kracker, Jack McDonald. 
Coach Ed Doherty confers with co-captains Tom McGraw, left, and 
Jocko Serieka. McGraw played center and Serieka right half. Both 
were seniors. 
Although they finished with a 4-6 record, 
the 1959 Xavier Musketeers established them-
selves as one of the most exciting football 
teams seen on Corcoran Field in quite some 
time. 
The losing record prevented the season from 
being classified as successful, but it was by no 
means a failure. That the Musketeers did as 
well as they did was a credit to the team and 
to the new head coach, Ed Doherty. Doherty, 
a quiet, reserved New Englander of diverse 
off-the-field interests (chess and bullfighting, 
to name two) and one of the nation's foremost 
teachers of offensive football, was the man 
mainly responsible for making the Musketeers 
an exciting, offensive-minded outfit. 
Xavier set 16 new school records and tied 
another, all of them on offense, and most of 
them by passing. But what made the season 
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XAVIER FOOTBALL SQUAD^1959 
Left to right, front row: Larry Cox, Irv Etler, Nate Maratea, Tom Gonnella, Alan Meyer, George Noonan, Tom McGraw. Second row: 
Tom Clark, Jim O'Donnell, Jerry Johnson, John Nelson, Tom Walkiewicz, Reggie Banas, William Daniels, George Cole. Third row: 
Mike Humphrey, Larry Foley, Dick Barrett, Ron Serbon, Rich Sabow, Ron Benson, Chris Smalara. 
even more gratifying was the fact that the 
inexperienced Musketeers, picked to win only 
one or two games in pre-season forecasts, were 
able to finish 4-6 while playing such teams as 
Miami, Ohio University, Detroit, Cincinnati, 
Quantico and Kentucky, all of whom had 
exceptionally strong teams. 
1959 RECORD 
Date Place Xavier Opponent 
Sept. 13 Corcoran Field 27 St. Ambrose 7 
Sept. 19 Corcoran Field 28 Louisville 13 
Sept. 27 Corcoran Field 48 Villanova 20 
Oct. 3 Oxford, Ohio 7 Miami 33 
Oct. 10 Athens, Ohio 7 Ohio U 25 
Oct. 17 Detroit, Mich 14 Detroit 38 
Oct. 24 Dayton, Ohio 3 Dayton 0 
Oct. 31 Nippert Stadium 0 Cincinnati 28 
Nov. 7 Corcoran Field 21 Quantico 23 
Nov. 14 Lexington, Ky 0 Kentucky 41 
From left, freshman coach Ed Biles, head coach Ed Doherty, backfield 
coach George Gilmartin, and Hne coach Pat O'Brien take a breather during 










Musketeer end Dale Kopinski f85) finds himself in a jam in the St. Ambrose game. Puzzled about the situation is guard Pete Kappas (65). 
THOMAS J. ALLEN THOMAS A. GONNELLA JOHN P. KAPPAS DALE M . KOPINSKI 
JAMES F . LINK NATALE R . MARATEA EDWARD J. MAZUREK GEORGE A. NOONAN 
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CONNOLLY RESIGNATION 
When coach "Mick" Connolly resigned 
suddenly in July, Doherty was hurriedly 
summoned to take over. Assuming his duties 
in August, he had only a month to prepare for 
the season opener. Only two weeks could be 
spent in actual practice, since practice did not 
start till September 1. 
Doherty and his capable assistants—back-
field coach George Gilmartin, freshman coach 
Ed Biles and new line coach Pat O'Brien— 
went to work to mold a football team. Doherty 
installed his pro-type Slot-T offense, which 
used the pass as its chief weapon, and taught 
it as thoroughly as it could be taught in two 
weeks. Then, on the warm Sunday night of 
September 13, the Musketeers began their 
attack on opponents' defenses and Xavier 
record books. 
COSTELLO SETS RECORDS 
Leading the attack was junior quarterback 
Ron Costello, possibly the finest passer to 
ever wear the Blue and White. Costello com-
pleted 93 of 161 passes for 1062 yards, with 
all three figures new school records, and 
finished eighth among the nation's small-
college passers. On three occasions he ac-
counted for 200 or more yards passing in a 
game. 
Costello might have never gotten his chance, 
however, if Irv Etler hadn't been injured in 
the opener. Etler, a daring play-caller with 
the guts of a burglar, had nosed out Costello 
for the starting assignment in the opener, but 
suffered a shoulder separation in the third 
quarter and missed the next two games. By 
the time he returned to action, Costello 
couldn't be displaced. Etler, who completed 
31 of 78 passes for 599 yards, spelled Costello 
the rest of the season on offense and saw 
plenty of action on defense as well. 
Costello and Etler were blessed with three 
fine ends to act as targets. Jim Mullen hauled 
in 31 passes for 469 yards to set a new school 
record and finish among the top ten nationally, 
while John Kappas had 21 receptions and 
Allen Smith 16. 
NELSON LEADS DEFENSE 
Mullen and Kappas were also top-notch 
defensive players in a starting line which 
included tackles Ed Mazurek and Tom Gon-
nella, guards John Nelson and Mike Hannon 
and center Tom McGraw. Nelson, McGraw 
and Hannon ranked one-two-three in tackles. 
Mazurek, a huge 240-pounder with good speed 
who was fifth draft choice of the Chicago 
Cardinals of the N.F.L., and the dependable 
McGraw were the offensive stalwarts. 
Second-team linemen in addition to Smith 
were end Jim O'Donnell, tackles Hank Rigler 
and Mike Humphrey, guards Jim Link and 
Pete Kappas or Mike O'Connell and center 
Terry Coughlin. Injuries crippled the second 
team throughout the season, and lack of 
depth hampered it defensively. This was to 
prove damaging against such power-running 
teams as Miami, Ohio U., and Quantico. 
Slotback Larry Stelzer (34) is off and running after breaking through the 





End Tom Allen (83) grimaces as a pass escapes 
game. 
his grasp in the Louisville Serieka is hauled down by a Villanova defender after a 67-yard run early 
in the first quarter. 
NOONAN PACES BACKS 
Leading backfield performers were George 
Noonan, Larry Cox, Tom Clark, Lou Carlini, 
and Jocko Serieka. The speedy Noonan, 
smallest of the quintet at 155 pounds and 
aptly nicknamed "The Flea," edged Clark for 
the rushing leadership, 303 yards to 302, and 
scored five touchdowns. Cox, who led the 
team in scoring with seven touchdowns, 
carried for 259 yards and Serieka for 185. 
Serieka, Clark and Carlini were all hobbled by 
injuries at various times. Larry Stelzer and 
Alan Myers also saw considerable action. 
Gaining honors for themselves and Xavier 
were Costello, Mullen, Mazurek and McGraw. 
McGraw and Mullen were named first team 
All-Catholic, All-America by the Brooklyn 
Tablet, while Costello and Mazurek received 
second-team honors. McGraw and Mazurek 
were also selected to play in the Gem City 
Bowl at Erie, Pa. on Thanksgiving Day, and 
both started for the West squad. 
A final analysis of the season showed that 
the Musketeers were like the little girl in the 
nursery rhyme—when they were good, they 
were very, very good, and when they were 
bad, they were horrid. When they ran their 
Slot-T offense right, they were virtually un-
stoppable, but when they didn't, they beat 
themselves. Defensively, they didn't have the 
manpower or depth to throw up a consistently 
solid ground defense, and when the offense 
failed, they couldn't cope with powerful 
ground teams. 
WIN FIRST THREE 
The Musketeers got off to a torrid start, 
downing St. Ambrose 27-7, coming from 
behind 13-0 to defeat Louisville 28-13, and 
overrunning Villanova 48-20. Against Louis-
ville, Costello completed 17 of 28 passes for 
200 yards and Noonan scored three touch-
downs to lead the second-half surge. The 
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Muskies hit the high spot of the season against 
Villanova, scoring the first four times they 
got their hands on the ball. Costello and Ed 
Thomas threw three and two touchdown 
passes respectively and Cox and Carlini each 
scored twice. Xavier's 555 net yards, 310 
yards passing and five touchdowns passing 
were new school records. 
The Musketeers suffered a complete reversal 
of form in the next three games as they lost 
to Miami 33-7, Ohio U. 25-7 and Detroit 38-14, 
all on the road, before stopping Dayton 3-0 on 
a 30-yard field goal by Thomas. 
Abondoning the Slot-T temporarily in favor 
of the Tight-T and control ball, the Mus-
keteers held Cincinnati scoreless until a minute 
remained in the first half. The Bearcats then 
capitalized on a Muskie mistake to score, and 
went on to overpower Xavier in the second 
half for a 28-0 win. 
In their final home game November 7, 
Homecoming Day, the Musketeers courage-
ously battled powerful Quantico the entire 
game, only to lose 23-21 on a Quantico field 
goal with two minutes left. Kentucky went 
to the air to spank the Muskies 41-0 in the 
season finale. 
BANQUET CAPS SEASON 
Closing out the season was the football 
banquet November 19. Retiring co-captains 
McGraw and Serieka announced that Mullen 
had been named to succeed them. Mullen 
also merited the Most Improved Player 
award, while McGraw was named Most 
Valuable Lineman and Costello Most Valuable 
Back. 
Letters were awarded to seniors McGraw, 
Tom Allen, Dale Kopinski, Gonnella, Mazurek, 
Nate Maratea, Pete Kappas, Link, Noonan, 
Myers and Serieka; juniors Mullen, John 
Kappas, Rigler, Hannon, Coughlin, Costello, 
Thomas, Carlini and Stelzer; and sophomores 
Smith, O'Donnell, Humphrey, Nelson, Etler, 
Cox and Clark. 
Xavier 7 0 14 6 — 27 
St. Ambrose 0 7 0 0 — 7 
XU Scoring: TDs—Serieka, J. Kappas, Cox, Noonan; E P — 
Serieka 3. 
Xavier 0 0 21 7 — 28 
Louisville 6 7 0 0 — 13 
X U Scoring: TDs—Noonan 3, Costello; EP—Thomas 4. 
Xavier 28 6 7 7 — 48 
Villanova 0 7 13 0 — 20 
X U Scoring: TDs—Cox, 2, Carlini 2, Noonan, Mullen, Smith; 
EP—Thomas 6. 
Xavier 0 0 0 7 — 7 
Miami 0 3 6 22 — 33 
X U Scoring: TD—Cox; EP—Thomas. 
Xavier 0 0 7 0 — 7 
Ohio U 6 7 6 6 — 25 
XU Scoring: TD—Clark; EP—Thomas. 
Xavier 0 7 0 7 — 1 4 
Detroit 12 6 14 6 — 38 
XU Scoring: TDs—O'Donnell, Cox; EP—Thomas 2. 
Xavier 0 0 3 0 — 3 
Dayton 0 0 0 0 — 0 
XU Scoring: FG—Thomas. 
Xavier 0 0 0 0 - 0 
Cincinnat i 0 6 15 7 — 28 
Xavier 0 7 6 8 — 21 
Quant ico 7 7 6 3 — 23 
X U Scoring: TDs—Cox 2, Clark; EP—MuHen 2, Serieka 1. 
Xavier 0 0 0 0 - 0 
Kentucky 7 6 21 7 — 41 
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THE XAVIER FRESHMEN 
Left to right, first row: Coach Ed Biles, Tom Cieply, Jim Lynch, Steve Gaucher, Bob Leuenberger, Fred Moriarty, Jim Murray, assistant 
coach Bob VonHolle. Second row: Don Stupica, Tim Rose, Pat O'Leary, Jim Hurk, Tom Constantine, Frank Fiorino, Ed Magliano, Jim 
KeHy. Third row: Pete O'Brien, Bernie Kuhl, Jim DeSmet, Dick Kohls, Bob Ruwe, Jack Collopy, Len Maloney, Tom Callahan, Bob 
Clark, Sonny VanArnem, Dick Buechler. Fourt row: Bob Daumeyer, Pat McCann, Dick Johnson, Gary Apoloskis, Ron Stirpe, Jim 
Clements, George Potts, Dick Salera, Joe Westmeyer, Frank Marek, Tom Jewett, Tom Moellering, Alan Prasek, Steve Huzicko. 
Anchored by what Coach Ed Biles called, 
' 'the finest freshman line I've coached," the 
Xavier freshmen rang up a 3-1 season record. 
After a 6-0 loss to revamped Dayton in the 
season opener. Biles and new assistant Bob 
VonHolle saw their charges roll to wins over 
Miami 8-0, Marshall 23-14, and Ohio U. 40-6. 
The 3-1 slate gave Biles a four-year mark 
of 12-4, making him the most successful fresh-
man coach in the Little Valley (Xavier, Cin-
cinnati, Dayton, Miami) area. In addition to 
the strong forward wall. Biles pointed to good 
depth (the team numbered 38, one of the 
largest frosh squads in the school's history) 
and freedom from more than an average 
number of injuries to front-line players as 
major factors in the team's success. 
The 6-0 loss to Dayton marked the first 
time a Biles-coached team had been shut out. 
After granting the fledgling Flyers a score late 
in the second quarter, the defensive-minded 
junior Musketeers went to work offensively, 
but two late drives stalled deep in enemy 
territory. 
Miami fell 8-0 without the Xavier yearlings 
scoring a single touchdown. George Potts 
booted prodigious field goals of 35 and 41 
yards and the Muskie line collaborated for a 
safety to provide the only scoring. 
After Potts kicked a 25-yard field goal to 
start things off against Marshall, quarterback 
Frank Fiorino and end Bob Daumeyer got 
together on a 24-yard pass play for the first 
frosh trip into touchdown territory. A one-
yard plunge by halfback Bobby Clark, a 
26-yard sprint by halfback Don Stupica, and 
two extra points by Potts completed the 
scoring. 
Ohio University's frosh succumbed 40-6 as 
the junior Muskies put together their best 
combined offensive and defensive effort of the 
season. Touchdowns were scored by ends 
Daumeyer and Frank Marek on passes from 
Fiorino, and halfbacks Clark, Stupica and 
Bob Leuenberger and quarterback Fiorino on 
rushing plays. 
Fiorino, who completed 28 of 50 aerials for 
325 yards, led the offensive parade. Daumeyer 
was his favorite target with nine catches for 
169 yards. Leaders in the rushing department 
were Leuenberger with 149 yards and Clark 
with 106. 
Spearheading the line which held opponents 
to a paltry 358 yards rushing in four games 
were ends Marek and Daumeyer, tackles 
Steve Huzicko and Dick Buechler, guards Jim 
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LEAVES FROM THREE SEASONS 
FALL 
Is it possible to see three months of our 
lives in these standard words stamped on these 
standard pages? No. Not in them, but per-
haps we can see through them. The sap and 
bark on these leaves would scarcely be enough 
evidence to tell a botanist what kind of tree 
formed them, but for us who have been the 
cells of the Xavier tree, they are more signifi-
cant—somehow they image us. 
"Seniors A-L 9:00-10:30." Registration 
began. Delay became tedium became writer's 
cramp . . . became a beginning of the school 
year. "Freshmen have to wear their hats to 
the dance Friday night." "Class on Monday, 
and I've got an 8:30." "Wednesday's the 
Mass of the Holy Spirit—two days of class 
and then a holiday. Not bad." Thus we met, 
in no particular order, the characteristic 
events of an ordinary year at Xavier—ordi-
nary except that they happened to us. 
We heard about the Sodality house and 
saw the muddy ditch where the new class-
room building would be. Psychology majors 
found out that Boylan Hall was "Across from 
Finn Lodge, wherever that is." 
A few of us asked who the devil St. Ambrose 
College was, but the team had won and that's 
what counted. As we bought books we won-
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dered about Louisville and won again. After 
a week of class, we worried about Villanova 
and still won. During the next week we read 
the first issue of the Xavier News, bent over 
backwards, and lost to Miami. 
With the new R.O.T.C. uniforms and Col. 
Wright's promotion we thought that the 
Army might be struggling against obsolescence. 
Then we looked at the label in the uniform 
overcoat and saw the 1917 date. 
The team played hard and all the usual 
phrases, but we lost to Ohio University. 
Monday, WCXU began modulating their 
600 megacycles; Tuesday was Father and Son 
Night. The basketball team started drill. The 
freshman football team lost to Dayton on 
Thursday and the varsity to Detroit on 
Saturday. 
"My morning coat, my collar mounting 
firmly to the chin. 
My necktie rich and modest, but asserted 
by a simple pin." 
We smiled at Prufrock that Monday and 
perhaps a bit ruefully at ourselves and com-
plied with the dress regulations. Already it 
was mid-October. 
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Over the next weekend, the Masque Society 
presented Moliere. Our laughter at The 
Doctor in Spite of Himself was hardly as 
miserly as our win over Dayton, 3-0. 
Friday, we heard Dr. Thomas Dooley 
speak and we contributed $1200. Some felt 
sorry that there wasn't something more to 
give. At the U.C. game Saturday, we screamed 
"Eat 'em up Muskies!" and hoped all through 
the first half. The final score was hard for 
even a Muskie to digest. Still there was music 
at Castle Farm. 
After we had paid our respects to monarchy 
by electing Nancy Zurenko as our Home-
coming Queen and made our two point bow 
to Quantico, we decided to celebrate individual 
freedom at the Homecoming Dance. Freedom 
was easy with Stan Kenton's music. 
We attended the Requiem Mass for the 
Deceased of Xavier. 
The varsity finished the season with a loss 
at Kentucky and Mr. James Luken spoke to 
the Economics Club. Christmas decorations 
were now up in the downtown stores as we 
had Thanksgiving dinner with the family. 
Fall at Xavier became the past. 
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Our tree was leafless—^but alive, quietly alive—during winter. Loden-coated, we 
slushed and shivered on our damp feet, walked and often ran (oh time, oh necessity) to 
classes and meetings, exams and, yes, to bars, drafts, and the multi-meaning blues of five-
man combos—trying, as we tried, to pack life into a meaningful, bounceable ball. From a 
philosopher-errant we heard about the fabled land of Antioch, east of the sun, west of 
Yellow Springs. We feted Aquinas, amid a rattling of knives, with mugs of Thomism and 
a side of Scotus and hoped he winked from his ineffable banquet. Julius Caesar, we heard, 
was coming; we went—stooping in earnest a bit for the doctor. Democraticized in Novem-
ber, Republicanized in February, we McCarthyed, parried, and Burked. For $6.00 we 
could row "Over the Rhine" to Stan Kenton's "City of Glass." Mardi Gras gassed the 
last weekend of February; but Monday, on hearing Wednesday's vernacularized, "Memen-
to, homo, quia pulvis es, et in pulverem reverteris," turned pale and gravely uttered, "For 







REQUIESCAT IN PACE 
REV. ALOYSIUS BREEN, S.J. 
Treasurer Emeritus 
Father Breen died this year. Few students knew him. 
Yes, they heard him saying Mass at early hours during the 
week. But he was an old man; age kept him out of the 
classroom, confined, we supposed, to a first-floor room in 
Hinkle Hall. When he died we wished we had known him. 
The newspapers, in hurried praise, told us he was a 
92-year-old man, 69 years a Jesuit, president of three 
colleges, magazine editor {The Queen's Work), treasurer and 
archivist at Xavier. He graced his life—beginning two 
years after Appomotax, ending on the twelfth day of 1960— 
with achievement, wit, and piety. In the presence of even 
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Bottom row: G. Schneider, T. Shea, S. Koss, 
G. Turner, R. Anness, W. Grote. Second 
row: J. Boehm, N. Maratea, L. Stelzer, V. 
Hosey, R. Jacobs, E. Mantovani, J. Norkus. 
Third row: V. Hannon, J. Haffner, R. Walsh, 
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Bottom row: R. Danner, M. Becker, P. 
Puzensky, J. Teaff, J. Gibbs, P. Fontana. 
Second row: F. Jordan, M. BaHey, P. 
Tomey, T. Schenkel, D. Schaab, D. Ehr-
hardt. Third row: B. Pearson, C. Bay, J. 
Kaufhold, T. Kleekamp, D. Ryan. 
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Bottom row: J. Catalani, E. Graham, J. 
McGrath, R. Pachota, J. Kannar, P. KalHf. 
Second row: T. Kenniff, J. Belmont, I. Etler, 
J. Moser, T. Goldschmidt. Third row: J. 
Potzik, W. Davin, R. Clark, E. Billings, 
J. Delaney. 
~\ 
Bottom row: N. SulHvan, J. Fitzpatrick, L. 
Porter, G. Rohrer, J. Lenhard, T. Carlow. 
Second row: K. Albers, B. Hehman, J. Layde, 
J. Brown, L. Broering, R. Marth, S. Lay. 
Third row: R. Verkamp, V. Meyer, T. Glenn, 






Bottom row: C. Horstman, C. Gallagher, T. 
Rose, P. Homan, J. Dobelhoff, J. Campbell. 
Second row: W. Fleming, T. Ashton, E. 
Fontaine, J. Lafkas, N. Ausdenmoore, M. 
Gallagher, J. Goldiron, L. Zins, E. Sudsassy. 
Third row: R. Fry, J. Sommer, J. Fallon, 
D. Hartman, L. Bass, T. Canfield, W. Field-
ing, E. Elliott, W. Dobbelt, J. Fermann. 
Bottom row: R. Stirpe, D. Ennis, L. Heile, 
D. Day, R. Quatman, K. Eve. Second row: 
H. Niehaus, T. Nieman, D. Oberting, P. 
Farrell, J. Kilbe, M. Daugherty, J. Moriarity, 
J. Mitchell. Third row: A. Dohan, F. Marek, 
D. Johnson, D. BilHngs, J. Husk, P. McCann, 
B. MonhoHen, J. Schrand, G. Hollenstein. 
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Bottom row: A. Zubek, L. Maloney, D. 
McLaughHn, W. Sprunk, M. Ducheny, D. 
Kunkel. Second row: J. Willard, J. Dixon, 
J. Freund, D. Leonard, J. Jones, C. Cava-
naugh, G. Kist. Third row: J. Vlazny, E. 
Boone, J. Milk, S. Lindsay. 
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Bottom row: R. Kelly, T. Addison, D. 
JingHng, J. McNamara, L. Schmaltz, A. 
Prasek. Second row: J. Meyers, K. Stoll, 
J. Henry, T. Kienitz, J. Fitzpatrick, D. 
O'Donald, B. CampbeH. Third row: T. 
Jones, M. O'Brien, C. Pantle, T. Reiner. 
Bottom row: F. Schmidt, D. Brown, K. 
Hennessey, B. CheHkowsky, N. Schmidt, 
M. Moloney. Second row: L. Hardy, B. 
Bacevich, F. Birri, T. Erhart, W. Suchors. 
Third row: J. Zeigler, H. Barlage, T. Bell. 
I 
Bottom row: T. Sullivan, M. Meissner, J. 
Ulrich, J. Heenan, R. Behal, D. Flahive. 
Second row: K. Smullen, J. Westerbach, A. 
Dinome, N. Gederberg, J. Daniel, S. Vance, 
R. Hana. Third row: W. Moloney, R. 
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Bottom row: T. Crisler, J. Batt, H. Moll-
mann, J. Kenny, B. Currier, B. Ansted. 
Second row: D. Blankenship, G. Bassy, J. 
Burman, M. Brisley, B. Scudder, T. Albers, 
T. KeHy, T. Foley. Third row: J. DeSmet, 
T. Boyle, W. AHgeier, B. Berghoff, J. 
Kiefer, D. Dixon, B. Burke, B. Baker, J. 
Bussher, T. Carroll. 
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Bottom row: T. Rigney, T. Franzman, B. 
Broxterman, J. Groody, R. Fatzinger, P. 
Johnson. Second row: R. Lohman, F. Mc-
Partlin, J. Engelbert, H. Anderson, W. 
Maurer, B. Hericks. Third row: R. Knueven, 
D. Hodapp, L. Bauman, B. Kipp. 
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Bottom row: C. Cavallo, C. Ritter, J. 
Bongiorno, K. Yanosko, A. McGregor, T. 
Assens. Second row: P. Geiger, J. Meissner, 
R. Herdrich. 
Bottom row: S. Baylog, D. Bushmann, R. 
Long, R. Seery, T. Evans, P. Mullane. 
Second row: H. OberHng, S. Riestenberg. 
# 
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Bottom row: T. Peters, R. Jordan, A. MiHan, 
R. Stenger, J. Halpin, D. Baars. Second 
row: J. Leugers, J. Callahan, W. Husing, J. 
Melia, T. Kircher. 
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Bottom row: D. Wuerstl, C. Uhl, J. Thie-
mann, R. Meyer, A. Kleine-Kreutzmann, 
R. Theis. Second row: W. McCafferty, V. 
Pulskamp, M. Rogers, J. Riegler. 
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Bottom row: J. Grogan, D. Sunderman, P. 
Kirwin, R. Sander, D. Cammer, J. Flanagan. 
Second row: J. Linn, J. Reiss, T. Stark, M. 
Desmond, A. Welch, K. Taylor. Third row: 
B. Westendorf, H. Enslein, J. Batter, M. 
Markiewicz, J. Bomkamp. 
Bottom row: R. Scherger, M. Sweeney, J. 
B'lH, T. KaH, D. Cassidy, R. Manne. 
Second row: T. Foley, T. Cappone, R. 
Wayan, R. Hurtubise, B. Miller, S. Bobol, 
J. Slife. Third row: R. Bender, T. Niehaus, 
P. Desmond, W. VonHolle, R. Binkley, G. 
Leonard, T. McGinn. 
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Bottom row: P. Gake, J. Evans, J. Scheldt, 
L. Rogers, H. Witsken, R. Wechsler. Second 
row: M. Westrich, M. O'Donough, R. Roth, 
J. Bartos, J. McCann, R. Sassorossi, E. 
Slattery, G. Vahey, J. Bruning. Third row: 
D. Flashpohler, J. Flesch, A. Bokenkotter, 
C. Meyer, J. Brausch, B. Bucher, T. 
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Bottom row: J. Seta, R. Smith, J. Avritt, 
J. Ramos, J. Murphy, J. Johnson. Second 
row: E. Whitehead, J. Rice, R. Peters, C. 
Young, J. Cloud, L. Jacko, R. Sumeril. 
Third row: J. Westmeyer, D. Schaible, J. 
Sten, C. Hodapp, D. Wood. 
*^ 
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Bottom row: R. Campbell, J. Penker, H. 
Korbee, D. Doherty, F. Coyne, E. Mulloy. 
Second row: N. Labadie, J. Meiser, R. Cash, 
J. Martin, T. Maher, E. Dragonette, R. 
Ruehl. Third row: R. Kaylor, D. Kamp, 
J. Cannon, R. Schucter, R. Simpson, B. 
Talbott, J. Feistel. 
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Bottom row: B. Cassidy, R. Rensing, R. 
Frey, J. Manion, J. Flanagan, R. Kopp. 
Second row: T. Kelleher, J. Klein, B. Ling, 
J. Borchelt, R. Hewald, B. Thompson, J. 
CassinelH. Third row: S. Imm, M. Kelly, 
J. Meyer, P. Curtin, A. Bolger, T. Kleesman. 
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Bottom row: M. Ernst, J. McNamara, D. 
Bernardi, J. Lucas, T. Higgins, C. Baumann. 
Second row: J. MueHer, M. Geiger, N. 
Kirincich, J. McFetridge, J. Ebel. Third 
row: A. Edwards, C. Folokey, E. Weich-
mann, J. Azelvandre. 
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Bottom row: R. Restle, E. Aug, F. Gelhot, 
T. Geisen, J. Adam, K. Hildebrand. Second 
row: R. WelHng, D. Kavanaugh, M. Carovil-
lano, W. Klein, R. Costello. Third row: 
J. Delaney, R. Petersen, T. Groark. 
Bottom row: A. Miller, G. Thornburgh, J. 
Bolger, J. Reiss, W. Buchmann, D. For-
rester. Second row: E. Tepe, J. Reed. 
Bottom row: R. Frey, R. Rosmarin, R. 
Wunder, E. Spitznagel. 




Bottom row: F. Deegan, D. Ryan D. Berning, 
R. McNally, J. Hunt, B. Foster. Second 
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Bottom row: R. Fallat, R. Kolesar, D. Keiger, 
J. Scanlon, E. Gresik, D. Strenk, 
Bottom row: W. Niehaus, T. Sievert, E. 
Imm, J. OHier, R. FaHer, W. Dunn. Second 
row: J. Kuethe, R. Bender, J. Kline, P. 
PurceH, J. Zuleger, K. Kesterson, D. Hennie. 
Third row: T. Kavanaugh, P. Scully, J. 
Dreiling, J. Scanlon, F. Geraci. 
Bottom row: L. Cox, W. Wester, W. Palma-
tary, F. Murphy, J. Sweeney, J. Spaeth. 
Second row: R. Huss, J. Pustell, R. Murphy, 
G. Marquis, J. Hines. Third row: J. Luers, 
M. Burnes, C. Mastropaolo, J. Caspart. 
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Bottom row: R. Schertler, L. Gastright, T. 
Herbert, W. Flanigan, W. Geiser, D. Huber. 
Second row: P. Nugent, W. Riley, W. Meyer, 
V. Mechley, B. Fremal, T. Simons, J. Kenny. 
Third row: A. Odoardi, P. Gleeson, J. Sick-
ing, H. Lowenstine. 
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Bottom row: R. Moulliet, T. Deschu, T. 
Hallett, L. Kuhn, J. Winhusen, R. Malloy. 
Second row: R. Klus, D. WHHams, T. 
Wessendarp, R. Woellert, L. Burke, D. 
Routzohn, H. Cahill. 
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Bottom row: M. Cervino, T. Jewett, T. 
Mellett, M. Fritsch, J. Kuhr, B. Kelly. 
Second row: P. Hong, M. Kramer, K. 
McWayne, R. Kohls, T. Hart, M. Collins. 
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Bottom row: T. Frain, R. Spitzer, J. Luttmer, 
R. Meyer, R. Koehler, J. Maurer. Second 
row: J. Rector, T. Kelleher, J. O'DonneH. 
R. Benson, D. Bergmoser. 
Bottom row: T. O'Niell, B. Ceddia, P. 
O'Brien, T. Walkieweiz, D. Wagner, D. 
Guenther. Second row: P. Charles, P. Hurti-




Bottom row: M. Rolfes, M. Ryan, W. 
Helekamp, B. Eubanks, G. DeParedes, C. 
Stiefel. Second row: J. Murray, D. Green, 
R. ColHngsworth, F. Broering, S. Peluso. 
Third row: W. Malarick, J. Gastauer, 
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Bottom row: V. Dean, J. Hogan, R. Froese, 
T. Lagaly, K. Kunz, B. James. Second row: 
J. LaLande, B. Monnig, R. MagHa, R. Steg-
meier, J. Hice, G. WilHams, A. Miller. 
Third row: D. Perkins, J. Muenchen, T. 
Constantine, J. Cowgill, J. Gels. 
^ 
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Bottom row: J. Kelly, R. LaMonte, D. 
Puttman, W. Bohan, M. Reuter, G. Schimpf. 
Second row: D. Novak, C. Turner, J. Cullen, 
C. Beck, R. Letterst, J. Landson, W. 
Parenti. Third row: R. Gruber, J. Van 
De Ryt, D. Martin, T. Kress, R. Terrell, 
R. Rechtiene, A. Hegener. 
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Bottom row: T. Hartman, R. Bernard, H. 
Hock, M. MulvihiH, E. Jacob, C. Judge. 
Second row: T. Clark, A. Daniel, J. Lassus, 
A. Eng, E. Chan. Third row: S. Lamantia, 
S. Paresi, R. Vollman, J. Mawhorr. 
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Bottom row: F . Miller, P. Homan, W. Frank, 
R. Fitzgerald, F . Maher, M. Kolbus. Second 
row: T. CampbeH, J. Linder, G. Allen, J . 
Swan, J. Howbert, J . Riepenhoff, B. Korte. 
Third row: R. Knopf, R. Bans, R. Nordloh, 
E. Chembers. 
Bottom row: B. Rae, G. Detle, J . Maxwell, 
E. Massman, T. Nolan, B. Heister. Second 
row: W. Hansen, B. Schroeder, D . Frey, 
J. Finn, D. Koesters, M. McCluskey, J . 
O'Connor. 
Bottom row: I. Bennet, E. Stubenrauch, S. 
Cook, W. Zuberbuhler, P. Nolan, D. 
Murphy. Second row: R. Mouch, K. 
Voitlein, R. Leuenberger, J. Meyer, P. 
Nozesky, E. De St. Aubin, M. Kenniff. 
Third row: L. Blum, M. Tate, E. Prather, 
E. Armbruster, P. Mclntyre. 
m mA 
Bottom row: G. Orlando, J. Suerman, G. 
Gaydos, J. Feldkamp, J. CisseH, W. Doering. 
Second row: C. Grimes, E. Schmidt, E. 




Bottom row: J. Herzog, D. Grismer, G. 
Rohrer, T. Grote, R. Goetz, W. Molony. 
Second row: J. Feistel, D. Feldman. 
} f P. 
Bottom row: J. Feistel, E. Wright, C. Axt, 
J. Loeb, R. Humbert, M. Kilcher. Second 
row: R. Sand, A. Myers, D. Kramer, C. 
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E. A. Doering—Moderator 
By December, the framework had been 
decided upon and the details began to be 
worked out. We wanted a MUSKETEER with 
a new look. A picture of a year is sketchy; 
we tried to focus. (If we missed some groups, 
we are sorry.) 
So, on we went and finally by May 1, we 
knew we had a yearbook. If one takes pride 
in his work, he's bound to get a little vain 
about it. That's the way we feel about the 
'60 MUSKETEER. 
Any year, any yearbook can have any of a 
myriad of starting points. However there is 
only one end point. For a yearbook editor 
it is the sight of the book in the students' 
hands. This is it. 
Edgar S. Edelmann 
Editor in Chief 
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Jim Keller, Co-editor 
Planning 







Zest for His Work 
'r? 
M. O'Daniel, W. Buchmann 
"Hap", Efficient, Thorough 
Wally Buchmann 
Looking to the Future 
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IER U N I V E R S I T Y N E W S 
_ Student iewspaper if the Oliest Citiiilie College i i tie lirlhwist Tirritory 
Bottom row: R. Knopf, Business Manager; E. Adams, Sports Editor; D. Doherty, Editor; 
M. Markiewicz, Assistant Editor; T. Cahill, Assistant Editor. Second row: R. Brady, J. 
Keller, J. LeMoult, W. Buchmann. 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS 
Published weekly during the school year except during vacation periods by Xavier 
University, Hamilton County, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio. $1.50 per year. 
Entered as second class matter October 4, 1946 at the Post Office at 
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March 3, 1879 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Denny Doherty, '61 
MANAGING EDITOR Gerald Martin, '61 
ASSOCIATE EDITORS Tom Cahill, '60, J. Ward Doering, '63, Mike Markiewicz, '61 
COLUMNISTS John Logsdon, '60, R. DeVereaux Vanek, '60, John Rolfes, '60, 
Jack LeMoult, '61 
FEATURE WRITER Jim Keller, '61 
STAFF REPORTERS Tom Kail, '61, John Gutting, '61, Ron Koch, '61, 
Wally Buchmann, '62, Joe Gavin, '60, Len Schmaltz, '63, Gary Ryan, '63 
SPORTS EDITOR Hap O'Daniel, '61 
SPORTS WRITERS Fran McManus, '61, Mike Harmon, '63 
BUSINESS MANAGER Ron Knopf, '61 
CIRCULATION MANAGERS Charles Blank, '62, Gary Graff, '62 
FACULTY MODERATORS Mr. Thomas Wack, Mr. William Bocklage 
The individuality of any year must neces-
sarily be reflected by the men who record 
that year's events. It was. Almost every 
issue of the News had one or more articles 
which drew comment in the following issue's 
''Letters to the Editor" column. By first 
printing the facts, the News writers fulfilled 
their primary function; by seasoning the facts 
with their own observations and opinions, 
they made the paper into an index of our 
attitudes and values, not just a bulletin board. 
Overcoming the publishing difficulties such 
as an engravers' strike showed a high level of 
dependability. Mr. William Bocklage and 
Mr. Thomas Wack, the moderators and Denny 
Doherty the editor and his editorial staff 
were always ready to boost the News over the 
weekly hurdles so that we had our paper on 
Friday. By thus blending fact with sparkle, 
and dressing dependability in originality, the 
News staff deserved Father O'Connor's praise 




T. Kuhlman, E. Edelmann, P'ather Manion, S.J., J. Keller, J. CisseH. 
The Athenaeum is one of the many student 
publications on campus; however, its prime 
purpose is one of literary genre. Besides being 
the foremost outlet of the Mermaid Tavern 
writers, it is open to contributions by any 
member of the student body at large. Prizes 
are awarded in the form of a key to best-
judged authors of the year. The Athenaeum 
provides just another of the many facets for 
Xavier men who are willing to sacrifice much 
labor and time to the furthering of able minds 
anxious to excel. 
MERMAID TAVERN 
This year marks the 29th anniversary of 
Xavier University's writers' group, known as 
the Mermaid Tavern. It is modeled on the 
old Mermaid Tavern of Elizabethan and 
Stuart times and retains most of the rich, 
colorful lore on which it is based. It forwards 
Xavier men to pursue the art of imaginative, 
written expression in any literary form. Mem-
bers, usually not exceeding 13, are chosen 
from the student body for their desire and 
ability. As their constitution points out ''the 
object is to aid in original literary composition 
for publication, especially in The Athenaeum 
and beyond that." 
Bottom row: Father Sweeney, S.J., E. Edelmann, Host Jim Keller, T. 
Muench. Second row: W. Buchmann, B. Talbott, J. Murphy, V. Martin, 
R. Simpson, J. Meissner, A. MacGregor, M. Markiewicz, E. Spitznagel. 
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ALPHA SIGMA NU 
Bottom row: T. Kuhlman, President; D. Doherty, Vice President; H. 
Rigler, Sgt. at Arms; P. Sammon. Second row: P. Grib, T. O'Brien, W. 
Lamey, Father S. Tillman, S.J., E. Adams, T. Frank. Absent: R. MaHardi, 
A. Mechley, T. Gressler, W. Delaney, Treasurer; S. Schmidt, Secretary; 
T. Hartman. 
Alpha Sigma Nu is the National Jesuit 
College Honor Society. To be named to this 
group is recognition not only of superior 
academic work but also of outstanding service 
to the University. While Alpha Sigma Nu is 
the hope of many who strive beneath Xavier's 
banner, only the best are chosen. They are 
an elite corps of Xavier men whose lives are 
truly guided by the school's motto, "One for 
All, and All for One." 
The group regularly meets with its 
moderator, the Rev. Stanley Tillman, S.J., 
chairman of Xavier's Philosophy Department, 
to discuss current problems and the role of 
the University and the University Man in 
combatting them. Thus the men are both 




Seated: Richard Gruber, Council President Thomas Frank, Senior Class President James Tasto, Robert MaHardi, Michael Waters. 
Standing: Thomas Eckstein, Gerald Turner, Edward Schmitt, John Green, Timothy Deegan, Paul Moroney, John Autenrieb, 
Michael Bailey, Francis McManus, Donald Abbruzzese. David Guenther. 
Student Council is the elected governing 
body for the students of the University. Here 
an interested student can get a birds eye view 
of politics, law, and business in a tangible and 
enlightening form. 
As in any city or state government. Student 
Council is divided into many branches. The 
Judical Board of Student Council handles the 
legal problems concerning infractions of the 
student code of laws. A standing treasurer's 
committee makes sure that Student Council 
need not buy any red ink. Another of the 
important standing committees plans and co-
ordinates all social functions. These and 
many other necessary committees, standing 
and temporary, make up a well oiled machine 
that turns only for the benefit of the students. 
The men running the machine are the six-
teen elected class officers. Each class is repre-
sented by four men having an equal voice in 
all debate. It is the obligation of these men 
to maintain and safeguard the rights of their 
respective class and the rights of the student 
body as a whole. 
The students of Xavier University can 
point with pride to the fact that their student 
council is entirely self-supporting. This is an 
important factor to consider when planning a 
dance or a student function. It is also quite 
important when dealing with the administra-
tion or in the business world. The surplus 
funds of Student Council are used for the 
betterment of the University and the student 
way of life. One example of this is the Armory. 
Student Council has put more than $20,000 
into the improvement of this building during 
the last five years. 
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PHILOPEDIAN DEBATERS 
Seated: John Adam, Thomas Kuhlman, FrankHn Polk, Joseph 
Meissner. Standing: William Burke, Kevin Hennessey, Paul 
Konrath, Joseph Teaff. 
This year the Poland Philopedian Debaters 
became experts in Constitutional History. The 
national collegiate debate topic was "Re-
solved, that the Congress should have the 
power to overrule decisions of the Supreme 
Court," and from September to May, the 
members of Xavier's oldest non-religious 
organization alternately upheld and attacked 
the proposal. 
The club sponsored the Sixty-fourth annual 
Washington Oratorical Contest in March, 
with the largest field of contestants in 
several years. In April came the Verkamp 
Championship Debate to pick the Philop's 
best debater, and the two-day Marx-Xavier 
National Invitation Debate Tournament at 
the Sheraton-Gibson, which has become one 
of the most popular annual speech events in 
the country. Debating "giants" such as 
Northwestern, Augustana and West Point 
took part. 
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Bottom row: J. Westmeyer, W. Niehaus, L. Willing, R. McLaughHn, G. Hair, H. Rigler, D. Zipfel, E. Schmidt, R. Martin, J. 
Autenrieb, C. Ritter, J. Cissel, T. Niehaus, A. Schmidt. Second row: M. ColHns, N. Sullivan, J. Reynolds, T. Hart, J. DrieHng, 
J. Green, W. AHgeier, B. Kipp, T. Canfield, P. Sikora, P. Puzenski, K. Hennessy, D. Brown, C. Beck, C. Stiefel, R. Fallat, M. 
Cervino, D. Morah, R. Humbert, T. Rohs, T. Kress, A. Vesper, J. Pyne, E. Molnar, N. Box, M. Shibley, J. BuH, J. Teaff. 
SODALITY 
"Sodality House" became a new point on 
the Xavier map this year. Under the direc-
tion of Fathers Wenzel, S.J. and Holland, S.J., 
a private home on North Crescent Avenue 
was remodelled for use as a college boarding 
house. The house is used for meetings and 
to house out of town students. It goes with-
out saying that unless there were superlative 
effort on the part of the members, the house 
could not have become a reality. Its achieve-
ment, however, predicts an even more vital 
future for this group. 
To say that the Sodality is a tradition on 
Jesuit campuses would be a half-truth. For 
unless a tradition is the expression of real 
goals, it lapses into disuse and is remembered 
as mere custom. The Sodality, however, in 
aiming for self-sanctification and sanctifica-
tion of ones neighbor, can only pass away when 
men cease to search for goodness and truth. 
The Sodality is in its meeting of spiritual 
needs as permanent as man himself. 
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The Xavier Council of the Knights of 
Columbus is one of the most active groups on 
campus. Individually its members sit on 
committees and belong to other organizations. 
Collectively the group volunteered to do such 
jobs as usher at the Honors Convocation. 
They themselves manage Knight's Manor 
which is both residence hall for the out-of-
town members and meeting place for the 
Council as a whole. The K.C.'s also sponsor 
many social gatherings during the year. 
Knight's Manor with its fraternal air pro-
vides a cheerful atmosphere for the pursuit of 
a Xavier degree, and the ideal of Christian 
gentlemanliness. 
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS 
Bottom row: M. Mulvihill, J. Turner, C. Reising, P. Sammons, T. Hartman, K. LaveHe, W. McFetridge, P. Quigley. Second row: 




Bottom row: D. Keenan, L. Nemser. D. Christian, M. Ader. Second row: J. Simon, J. Baumann, J. Newell, J. Gaffney R Vanek 











While an acquaintance with a foreign 
language is one of the general goals of Xavier 
students, the Heidelberg Club's members cul-
tivate their class-made acquaintance into an 
extra-curricular friendship. Lectures, films, 
and consequent discussion allow the members 
not only to increase their proficiency in the 
language itself, but to understand the in-
fluences and trends that have shaped Ger-
manic culture. Understanding the cultural 
matrix in which a language exists and a liter-
ture grows is, of course, a lifetime task, but 
through the Heidelberg Club, the members 













THE 1959-60 XAVIER BASKETBALL TEAM 
Bottom row: Jim Enright, Ricky Jannott, Jim Haffner, Ducky Castelle, Bill Middendorf, Billy Kirvin, AI Gundrum. Second row: 
Ed Tepe, John Hannigan, Ron Nicolai, Charlie Phillips, Pete SchmeHng, Jerry Antil, Rich Piontek, Jack Thobe, Frank Pinchback. 
Antil, Hannigan, Castelle, and Piontek did not play the second semester. 
HEAD BASKETBALL COACH 
JAMES MCCAFFERTY "Sophomores to watch" listed in pre-season 
basketball magazines often become "sopho-
mores who watch" from the bench as the 
season wears on. The 1959-60 basketball 
season, however, was an exception, as classy, 
poised sophomores almost completely domi-
nated the hardwood scene. Xavier went right 
along with the trend as three sophs—Jack 
Thobe, Bill Kirvin and Jim Enright—led the 
Musketeers to a 17-9 season record. 
The 17-9 mark was Xavier's third best, 
percentage-wise, in postwar days, and Coach 
Jim McCafferty's best regular-season record 
in three years at Xavier. And, with all five 
starters returning, prospects are even better 
for next season. 
Thobe, a 6-8 pivotman with a feathery-soft 
touch, led the Musketeers in scoring with 468 
points for an 18.0 average, setting a new 
sophomore scoring record in the process. The 
old record of 438 was held by Dave Piontek, 
now a member of the pro St. Louis Hawks. 
Thobe also led the team in rebounding with 
ten per game and in minutes played with 855, 
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WILLIAM J. MIDDENDORF RICHARD J. PIONTEK BOWYER G. CASTELLE FREDERICK P . JANNOTT 
AL W . GUNDRUM 
and was second in field goal percentage with 
.468. 
Kirvin, a slender 6-1 guard, didn't confine 
his statistical feats to the school record books. 
His .877 free throw percentage led the nation, 
marking the first time a Xavier player has 
led the nation in any category. Kirvin 
averaged 12.7 per game and was the most 
accurate shot with a field goal percentage of 
.471. His free throw percentage figure and 
his 30 consecutive free throws late in the 
season established new school records. 
Enright, a 5-10 backcourt man, didn't even 
crack the starting lineup until the first Louis-
ville game, exactly halfway through the 
season. Once he got his chance, the classy 
lefthander averaged 16 points per game to 
spark Xavier to wins in eight of its last 13 
outings, including a six-game winning streak. 
He finished with an average of 10.3 per game. 
Jim Haffner, a steady 6-2 junior, held down 
one forward position. Haffner topped Enright 
in points scored, but just barely missed the 
double-figure mark as he averaged 9.9. A 
terrific rebounder for his size, Haffner was 
the team's top defensive player, turning in 
some stellar performances in that phase of 
the game. 
Ron Nicolai, a hustling 6-8 junior, manned 
the other forward. Succeeding more on de-
termination and hustle than anything else, 
Nicolai averaged 6.2 per game and was 
second in rebounding with eight per game. 
He was acting-captain during the last eight 
games of the season. 
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Jim Haffner soars between Dayton's Phil Dubensky (14) and Hank 
Josefczyk for a layup, which he missed, at the Cincinnati Gardens. 
Bellarmine's Rudy Montgomery finds himself surrounded as Rich Piontek (left), Ron Nicolai (22) and Ducky Castelle close in. 
Giving the Musketeers a strong bench were 
6-0 senior guard Ricky Jannott, 6-5 soph 
forward Frank Pinchback, 6-9 junior forward 
Charlie Phillips, 5-9 senior guard Al Gundrum, 
6-9 soph center Pete Schmeling, 6-4 senior 
forward Bill Middendorf and 6-4 junior for-
ward Ed. Tepe. Jannott, No. 1 relief man at 
guard, was a hot shooter who could break up 
a ball game at any time, while Schmeling, a 
fine outside shot, contributed greatly toward 
the end of the season. 
Captain Ducky Castelle, a 5-11 senior and 
a flashy ball-handler, and rugged 6-8 senior 
Rich Piontek, a defensive stalwart, played 
only the first semester. They and sophomore 
center Jerry Antil were declared ineligible at 
the end of the first semester. Another sopho-
more, John Hannigan, transferred to another 
school. 
Almost everything lacking in the 1958-59 
team, which finished with a disappointing 
12-13 record after winning the National In-
vitational Tournament championship the 
previous year, was present in the 1959-60 
squad, making it a well-balanced ball club. 
The Musketeers had good speed, good shoot-
ing (40 percent on the season), rebounded well 
and played good defense. 
The only real disappointment about the 
1959-60 season was the Musketeers' failure to 
get into a post-season tournament. Although 
they had a good record, they got started too 
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CharHe Phillips looks Hke he's about to drop-kick a field goal, much to 
\i the amazement of St. Mary's of Texas players Winston Miles (left), Maurice 
Harris and Don Mensendick (51). Jim Haffner is behind Harris. 
Coach McCafferty imparts last-minute instructions to Ed Tepe prior to 
sending him into the Cincinnati game. 
late. Once they were on their way, they 
appeared ready to contend for a tournament 
berth, but three losses in a row at the season's 
end brought any such hopes to an abrupt halt. 
The Muskies parlayed hot shooting and a 
stingy defense into a 92-40 win over under-
manned Marian College in the season opener, 
then raced to an 85-60 victory over Bellarmine. 
Thobe led scorers with 17 against Marian, 
while Haffner tabbed 15 against Bellarmine. 
It was Jannott, however, coming off the bench 
to spark rallies in both games, who deserved 
much of the credit. 
Xavier then went on the road, stopping 
first at Buffalo, N. Y. to knock off highly-
regarded St. Bonaventure 69-57. With the 
Muskies switching from a zone to a man-to-
man defense in the second half, Piontek held 
Tom Stith, who later finished as the Nation's 
No. 2 scorer, to two points after he had scored 
16 in the first half. Piontek also contributed 
greatly by pulling down 19 big rebounds, top 
performance of the season for a Musketeer in 
that department. Thobe and Haffner led 
scorers with 17 each. 
Stopping at Detroit on the way back, the 
suddenly cold-shooting Muskies ran into a 
torrid Detroit club and were trampled 95-71, 
their worst defeat of the season. Two cold 
spells, one in each half, proved disastrous. 
Thobe scored 20 but received little support. 
Returning home briefly, the X-Men stopped 
Seattle 86-65 as Thobe scored 27 and Phillips 
17. Off to Fort Wayne, Indiana, they shot a 
sizzling 57 percent to outlast The Citadel, 
Bill Kirvin outruns Dayton's Phil Dubensky to lay one 
up at the Gardens. The camara angle makes it look 
like Dubensky's hand is on the ball, but Krivin got the 
Shot away cleanly and scored. 
Jack Thobe looks for an open man as Cincinnati's Paul Hogue (behind 
Thobe), Larry WHley (23) and Oscar Robertson (12) chase him. 
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The Xavier bench, caught in two different moods. In the picture at the left, the bench goes wild as the Musketeers score six points 
in ten seconds in the Dayton game at the Gardens. From left are Ricky Jannott (10), Pete SchmeHng, Bill Middendorf, Jim Haffner 
(seated), Al Gundrum, Ron Nicolai and Jack Thobe. In the picture at right, SchmeHng, Jannott and Kirvin watch their mates 
clinch the St. Mary's game at the Fieldhouse, while Rich Piontek seems bored with the entire situation. 
Coach Jim McCafferty cuts a cake commemorating the 100th victory of 
his career, won by the Musketeers over Marquette at the Fieldhouse. 
Partially hidden behind assistant Don Ruberg and McCafferty are CharHe 
PhilHps, Al Gundrum and Ed Tepe. 
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which hit 50 percent, 94-91. Thobe's 24 and 
Haffner's 21 led the fireworks. 
Back in Schmidt Fieldhouse, the Musketeers 
turned in two dull, unimpressive wins over 
St. Mary's of Texas 76-67 and New Mexico 
84-76 before departing for Miami, Florida and 
the Hurricane Basketball Classic. Paced by 
Thobe and Kirvin, Xavier gained second 
place, defeating Florida 86-74 before bowing 
87-69 to Miami in the finals. A cold second 
half against Miami cost Xavier the champion-
ship. 
Creighton provided the opposition as the 
Muskies returned home to start the New 
Year, and it took a thrilling finish to down 
the stubborn invaders. With Xavier down by 
14 with 12 minutes to go, Castelle took things 
into his own hands, stealing the ball, setting 
up plays, as the Musketeers pecked away at 
the lead, then firing in the winning basket 
with seven seconds left to give Xavier a 75-73 
win. Kirvin led scorers with 20. 
Three road games produced three losses for 
Xavier as Dayton won 54-51, Miami of Ohio 
prevailed 82-74 and Louisville triumphed 
84-62. Enright started the Louisville game 
and scored 19, giving promise of better things 
to come. 
Back in the friendly confines of the "smoke-
house," the X-Men gained revenge with an 
80-71 win over Miami of Ohio as Thobe 
scored 29, Enright 19 and Nicolai 17. Two 
nights later, the Muskies measured Western 
Kentucky 76-66 as Thobe hit for 31, the 
season high for a Xavier player. 
One more loss was to come before the 
Muskies began their six-game winning streak. 
Loyola of Chicago wrecked Xavier's zone in 
the second half to take a narrow 65-63 decision 
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at the Chicago Stadium. Thobe led Xavier 
with 20 before fouling out late in the game. 
The six-game streak had an inauspicious 
beginning as the Muskies stumbled to a 52-45 
win over Portland. Then came an aggressive 
75-64 win over Louisville, led by Thobe's 23; 
an 82-73 decision over Western Kentucky on 
its home court, a rare feat in itself, as Nicolai 
hit for 19; a 73-71 squeaker over Detroit and 
a 79-75 thriller over Marquette; and an 87-72 
triumph over Regis. Thobe took scoring 
laurels with 25 against Detroit and 23 against 
Regis; Kirvin scored 18 against Marquette. 
Detroit's sophomore-great Dave DeBusschere 
poured in 32 points, 25 in the first half, for 
the highest total by any opposing player 
during the season. Pinchback kept him from 
making it higher by holding him tightly in 
check the second half. 
The Musketeers' tournament express came 
grinding to a halt at a "whistle stop"—the 
Cincinnati Gardens—as Dayton took ad-
vantage of 25 XU personals to win 91-82. 
Thobe, Nicolai and Phillips were whistled to 
the sidelines on fouls. Kirvin, hitting 12 of 
19 shots, kept Xavier in the game by scoring 
28 points in a truly magnificent performance. 
Kirvin also took part in scoring probably the 
quickest six points in basketball history. 
After stealing the ball to score on a driving 
layup, Kirvin scored again four seconds later 
as Pinchback stole the in-bounds pass, then 
stole another in-bounds pass and set up 
Phillips, who scored within six seconds. When 
the firing ceased, Xavier had scored six points 
in less than 10 seconds! This pulled the 
Muskies within four points late in the game, 
but Dayton pulled away and coasted in on 
free throws. 
What flickering hopes the Muskies had for 
a tournament bid, were extinguished as Mar-
quette won out 67-61 at Milwaukee in a hard-
fought battle. Cincinnati closed out the season 
by handing Xavier an 86-68 defeat at the 
Cincinnati Gardens. 
At the Basketball Banquet March 30, 
Thobe was awarded the XU News Most 
Valuable Player trophy. Coach McCafferty 
presented trophies to Thobe, the leading re-
bounder, and Kirvin, the leading foul shooter. 
Letters were awarded to seniors Gundrum, 
Jannott and Middendorf, juniors Haffner and 
Nicolai and sophomores Thobe, Kirvin, En-
right and Pinchback. McCafferty announced 
that Xavier would have game captains next 
season. 
Cincinnati's Oscar Robertson twists to elude Jack Thobe (54) and Pete 
SchmeHng after capturing a rebound. 
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Ron Nicolai, harassed by Dayton's Hank Josefczyk (22) and Ray Zawadski, 
starts to swallow the ball. Actually, he's trying to get off a shot. 
53 »J |ai»*''%' 
COACHES 
THE XAVIER FRESHMEN 
Bottom row: Dave Oberting, Harold Snyder, Joe Mitchell, Dave Hofheinz, 
George Potts, Leo McDermott. Second row: Pete Crummey, Dave Ayrault, 
Mike McMahon, George HoHenstein, Ben MonhoUen, Roger Sullivan, Bob 
Daumeyer. Bob Pryor was absent when the picture was taken. Snyder, 
Hofheinz, SulHvan and Ayrault did not play the second semester. 
Try as he might, freshman coach Don 
Ruberg can't seem to put together two con-
secutive winning seasons. In four years at 
the helm of the Xavier frosh, Ruberg has had 
winning and losing seasons alternately. Last 
year, he had a 15-1 record, and this season, 
with three games to go, his team had an 8-6 
record. He couldn't escape the pattern, how-
ever, as the 1960 Junior Musketeers lost those 
three games, the last two but a day apart, 
to finish 8-9. 
Ruberg and his new assistant, 1959 grad 
Jim Puthoff, praised the team for its spirit 
and hustle while playing a "killer" schedule 
against sterling freshman and A.A.U. opposi-
tion. Four players, three of them on scholar-
ship and two of them starters, were lost to 
the Junior Muskies in the course of the first 
semester. 
Leo McDermott, a hard-driving 6-3 guard, 
led the team in scoring with 309 points for an 
18.2 average. He hit 45 percent of his shots 
and finished second in rebounding with 143. 
Ben MonhoUen, a 6-5 jumping jack, was the 
No. 2 scorer with an average of 17.4 and the 
rebounding leader with 219 grabs. Mike 
McMahon, 6-4 forward was also a consistent 
double-figure scorer as he averaged 11.9 per 
game. 
Other mainstays were 6-2 center George 
Potts (9.4) and 6-3 guard Bob Daumeyer (6.1), 
both freshman football players as well, and 
6-9 forward George Hollenstein (5.2). Potts, 
a rebounding demon, came on very strongly 
near the end of the season. 
DONALD J. RUBERG 
JAMES PUTHOFF 
Contributing bench strength were 6-4 center 
Pete Crummey, 6-2 guard Dave Oberting, 
6-0 guard Joe Mitchell and 5-9 guard Bobby 
Pryor. All but Crummey gained starting 
assignments at one time or another. 
High individual performance of the season 
was Monhollen's 30-point, 25-rebound exhibi-
tion against the Villa Madonna freshmen. 
McDermott's 29 points against Little Mickeys 
was close behind. 
1959-60 FRESHMAN RECORD 
Xavier Opponent Score 
93 Cincinnati Gas & Electric 57 
76 Villa Madonna Freshmen 56 
85 Little Mickeys 89 
100 Aeronca 71 
52 Dayton Freshmen 78 
97 Villa Madonna Freshmen 70 
71 Miami Freshmen 86 
83 Miami Freshmen 68 
76 Morehead Freshmen 77 
62 King Chevrolet 71 
81 National Cash Register 75 
75 Bendix Aviation 68 
73 King Chevrolet 82 
75 Transylvania J. V 55 
86 Dayton Freshmen 90 
63 Cincinnati Freshmen 78 
85 Morehead Freshmen 91 
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LEAVES FROM THREE SEASONS 
WINTER 
In the slow grey of Cincinnati winters, the 
trees seem dead. Yet, beneath the soil, life 
curled through the roots. Xavier, too, slipped 
inside itself; football abandoned Corcoran 
Field as basketball took life in the fieldhouse 
and we encased ourselves in overcoats, glad 
not to be the workmen on the new building. 
We noticed most of the usual activities. On 
December 5th and 6th, Xavier was host to 
the second Conference on International Affairs. 
Alpha Sigma Nu announced its new members: 
James Delaney, Timothy Hartman, Patrick 
Sammon, William Lamey, Thomas Frank, 
Thomas O'Brien, Henry Rigler, Edward 
Schmidt, Thomas Kuhlman, and Dennis 
Doherty. 
The Masque Society, despite a lean and 
hungry look, presented Shakespeare's Julius 
Caesar, while, on the same weekend, Ed 
Adams won the Dean's Speech Tournament. 
We looked at our books, we thought of the 
papers we should write, and said that this 
year we would get some of the work done over 
Christmas for sure. Sure. 
The holidays passed and we were back. 
Exams began to loom as the professors put 
the cap on each course. (Could we say 
bottled in bond?) 
Then, through a murmer that befitted the 
season as well as the occasion, we heard that 
Father Aloysius Breen, S.J. was dead. 
For the Military Ball we elected Miss 
Eileen Humphries to be queen for an evening 
and honorary Cadet Colonel for a year. 
During examinations. The Athenaeum reached 
school, but whose eyes could stand to read 
then? Perhaps we could during the break. 
We returned to another registration, new 
courses and different professors. Mrs. Drach, 
it was announced, planned to resign from the 
text-book-store. 
The dormant activities began to show a 
little life—the Clef Club gave its first concert 
to the nurses at Good Samaritan Hospital, 
the baseball team began indoor practice, the 
MUSKETEER staff adjusted its towel for a 
three-month steam bath. 
By March, the Sodality was using baby 
pictures to further its Lenten Mass campaign. 
An example of the soft-sell. Xavier's Dr. 
Carroll and Fr. Wolther, O.F.M. offered a 
three-ring debate at the Thomas Fest. 
The Off-Campus Club had won the Inter-
mural championship in basketball as they had 
done in football. The Pershing Rifles were 
burdening themselves with trophies from drill 
meets. Bill Parente was winning the Alumni 
Oratorical contest. Paul Sikora and Ed Adams 
won scholarships. 
The Masque Society performed Oscar 
Wilde's "The Importance of Being Earnest." 
Many of us thought that this play was their 
triumph of the year. An exhibit of student 
art from Our Lady of Cincinnati College came 
to Xavier for a day. 
It was April, and felt like Spring for one 
day each week. The baseball team won their 
first game against Marshall—too bad it was 
a double-header. The Sailing Club won its 
first regetta. 
Easter break and we knew that Spring was 
really here. 
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The Graduating Seniors have seen the coming of four Springs. The Spring of 1960 is 
their last at Xavier. They have also seen the Winter of study, work and worry—the nettle-
some demands placed on the college student. But intelligent demands are not without 
purpose. With the trust that the demands made upon the Seniors during their four years 
were intelligent, let us hope that some purpose has been attained, some results evident— 
that they have seen the Spring of a Winter of discontent. 
Let us also hope that they realize how few are four Springs, when the green-glory of a 
formal graduation is compared to the ideal of excellence. 
Let them be proud of their achievement, but let them be humble in the face of an 
achievable, but not-yet-achieved ideal. Let them continue for excellence, but let them 
















EDMUND J. ADAMS DAVID J. ALBANESE THOMAS J. ALLEN JEROME H . AMEND WILLIAM B . ANNEKEN 
JOSEPH P. ALBERTZ DONALD L. AYERSM4N STANLEY J. BARTON ROBERT T . BAUMGARTNFR WILLIAM J. BECKER 
WILLIAM B . BEHRENS ROBERT N . BEIRNE JOHN M . BEITING ROBERT D . BERNARD DALE P. BERNING 










JOSEPH J. BOEHM EDWARD J. BOND RONALD P. BOVA TIMOTHY V. BOYLAN ROGER A. BRADY 
.^M t^ 
THOMAS J. BROUDER CHRISTOPHER W . BROWN ROBERT J. BURGER THOMAS W . CAHILL EUGENE A. CASNELLIE 
FRANK A. CARUSO BERT A. CASERTA BOWYER G. CASTELLE THOMAS CAVANAUGH EDWARD M . CHAN 
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JOSEPH E . CHRISTMANN RAYMOND R. CLARK THOMAS A. CLARK KENNETH B . CLEMENTS MICHAEL E . CONLIFFE 
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JOHN B . CONNAUGHTON THOMAS E . CONNAUGHTON CHARLES J. CORNELIUS ROBERT F . COYNE CARROL D . CURLESS 
LAWRENCE J. DALY MICHAEL J. DAMMARELL ROBERT C. DEHAN GEORGE P. DEHLER JOHN W . DEIBEL 
JAMES R . DELANEY, JR. WILLIAM A. DOBB JOHN R. DOBROZSI JAMES F . DONNELLY EDMUND T . DOYLE 
bdTM 
WILLIAM H . DRACH WILLIAM C. DRBSSMAN WILLIAM DRIEHAUS JOSEPH A. DULLE JOHN P. DUMBACHER 
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THOMAS J. ECKSTEIN RONALD J. EIGEL ROBERT G. EILERMAN PAUL P. ELING MICHAEL H . ERDMAN 
EDWARD F . EVANS FRANK G. FARKAS RICHARD J. FARWICK THOMAS F . FERRING THOMAS C. FISCHER 
DENTIS M . FORSTER THOMAS R. FRANK ROBERT L . FRITSCH AUGUST J. FURIO CHARLES P. GALLAGHER 
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JOHN E . GERSTLE, JR. RICHARD W . WRATTEN THOMAS J. GEYGAN PAUL F . GILDEA MICHAEL G. GILL 
JAMES A. GLATTHAAR GEORGE W . GOERTZ THOMAS A. GONELLA ROBERT E . GOODPASTER DAVID GREULICH 
Sx«->£J ^ *¥!«?'>T=!^' 
RICHARD L . GRUBER WILLIAM A. GRUPENHOFF ALBERT W . GUNDRUM FRANCIS X . HAAS PAUL B . HALEY 
WFltf 
ROY E . HAI.SEY RALPH H . HARBOLD, JR. DALE D . HARNISHFEGER THOMAS A. HARTLAGE KARL BERNARD HAUCK 
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PETER N . HECKMULLER ROSE M . HEISELMANN DAVID J. HENTZ CHARLES J. HERINGER BRADLEY J. HERRINGTON 
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CLARENCE A. HIRSCH HOWARD P. HOCK JOHN H . HOETING JOHN J. HOLECHKO 
JOHN P. HOPKINS 
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FRANCIS P. HOWARD KENNETH R. HUBER PAUL F . HUGENBERG FRANK T . HULEFELD MALCOLM G. HUML 
LOUIS A. IGEL WILLIAM H . IRETON FREDERICK P. JANNOTT, JR. JAMBS W . JENSEN JAMES C. JIRKANS 
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DONALD W . JOSEPH CHARLES F . JUNG ALOYSIUS L . JUNIET JAMES P. KAPPAS GEORGE E . KASPER, JR. 
GEORGE H . KEARNS JOHN P. KEENAN WILLIAM B . KEENAN RONALD C. KEMPER JOHN T . KENNY 
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FRANCIS J. KERN, JR. JAMES P. KERVAN JOSEPH E . KHALILI ROBERT E . KILLIGREW ARTHUR C. KILMER 
^Jnki^ 
JOHN A. KING WILLIAM T . KOHLER ROBERT J. KOPECKY DALE M . KOPINSKI RONALD A. KORMAN 
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PAUL E . KROGER JOHN J. KRON EDGAR L . KUNTZ WILLIAM L. LAMEY, JR. ALBERT J. LANDERS 
4% ^ . 
JAMES C. LANDON RONALD L . LAPILLE JON F . LASSUS JOSEPH A. LEONARD JEROME P. LESER 
JAMES F . LINK JOHN M . LOGSDON, III GEORGE B . MAGGINI THOMAS J. MAGNER JOHN E . MAHER 
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RICHARD T . MALEY ROBERT N . MALLARDI THOMAS F . MALONE NATALE R. MARATEA VINCENT J . MARTIN 








JAMBS KENNETH MAWHORR EDWARD J. MAZUREK WILLIAM J. MCCARTY THOMAS W . MCCOMAS THOMAS H . MCCORMACK 
J¥h 
PAUL T . MCGHEE ROBERT L . MCLAUGHLIN RODNEY W . MCMULLEN DOMALD J. MERSCH BARRON C. MERTEN 
FRANK J. MBSSMEN RONALD J. MEYER WILLIAM J. MIDDENDORF JAMES M . MINOGUE JOHN L. MITCHELL, JR. 
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JAMES E. MURPHY MICHAEL G. MURPHY ALAN F . MYERS ROBERT S. NAWALANIEC URBAN G. NEVILLE 
ROBERT T . NIEHOPF JAMES L . NOE KATHLEEN E . NOLAN THOMAS E . NOLL GEORGE A. NOONAN 





HENRY E . O'DANIEL RICHARD H . ORTMAN CLIFFORD 0 PERRY CLARENCE C. PETER STANLEY F . PETER 
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JOHN PETERS RONALD J. PETERING JOSEPH V. PETROCELLI GERALD R. PFEIFFER RICHARD J. PIONTEK 
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PAUL A. REED, JR. KENNETH A. REHME DONALD L . REINHART CHARLES A. REISING FREDERICK M . REUTER 
GLENN E . RICE SALVATORE A. RICOTTA FRANCIS REILLY ROBERT L . RINBAR ROBERT L . RINNER 
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JOHN E . ROLFES GERALD J. ROLFES FRANK S. ROTTMUELLER JOHN A. RUBERG STEPHEN G. RYAN 
'^.u. mmt^ 
RussEL M. SAILING THOMAS C. SCAHILL DENNIS J . SCARFF BERNARD H . SCHLAKE FRANK L'. SCHMITT 
m^tm 
ANTHONY B. SCHMITT LEO J. SCHNEIDER TERRENCE P. SCHNEIDER JULIAN J. SCHREIBEIS 
EDWARD C. SCHROEDER 
•MJik 
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JAMES J. SICKING PAUL T . SIKORA GERALD P. SIMON STEPHEN J. SNYDER THOMAS N . SPAETH 
fe^l^^: 
JUDE C. SPOERL DAVID G. STEVENS RICHARD R . STRAUB ROBERT R . STUNTEBECK HUGH A. SWEENEY 
JAMES P. TASTO WILLIAM E . TERWORT RICHARD J. THEIS EDWARD J. THEURING MICHAEL W . TIMMERMAN 
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JOSEPH F . WBLLER DONALD L . WENKER THOMAS K. WESSENDARP MELVIN A. WESTRICH RONALD G. WIDOLFF 
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JOHN T . WIEDEMANN CHARLES B . WILBERDING LEO J. WINE GEORGE A. WING VINCENT J. WYNNE 
THOMAS E . YOUNG EDWARD C. ZEPF THEODORE R . ZICKEFOOSE JOSEPH G. ZIEGLER 
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MUSKETEER BAND 
BAND OFFICERS 
R . FALLAT, C. BROWN, P. GRIB, J. CISSELL. 










THE 1960 XAVIER BASEBALL TEAM 
Bottom row: Dick Strenk, Jerry Lukowitz, Larry McGraith, Terry Brannen, Fred Misfeldt. Second row: Tim Boylan, Bill Dresmann, 
Denny Poillon, Frank Howard, Mike Gallagher, Don Ayersman, Tony DiNome. Third row: Phil Noznesky, Emmett Chambers, 
Mike Kelly, John Hunt, Tom Duty, Jim Klein, Neil Gederberg. 
VARSITY BASEBALL 
Coach Don Ruberg fielded an inexperienced 
team, but his charges demonstrated good 
pitching and tight defense in addition to 
plenty of spirit, making Ruberg very op-
timistic about the team's chances. The Mus-
keteers were off to a good start, and had a 
5-2 record as this book went to press. 
Co-captains of the 1960 nine were seniors 
Denny Poillon, a catcher, and Frank Howard, 
an outfielder. Other regulars were first 
baseman Larry McCraith, second baseman 
Terry Brannen, shortstop Tony DiNome, 
third baseman Jim Klein and outfielders 
Jerry Lukowitz and Mike Gallagher. Dick 
Strenk, Bill Dresmann, Mike Kelly and John 
Hunt were the mount mainstays. 
Rounding out the squad were infielders 
Emmett Chambers, Neil Gederberg and Phil 
Noznesky, outfielder Don Ayersman, pitcher 

































Marshall (2) There 
Miami There 
Wright-Patterson AFB Home 
Morehead Home 
Villa Madonna Home 
Miami Home 
Ohio State There 
Ohio State (2) There 
Ohio University Home 
Bellarmine There 
Villa Madonna Home 
Ohio University There 
Hanover (2) There 
Dayton There 
Wright-Patterson AFB There 




Golf prospects at Xavier looked the best 
in several years, according to Coach Ray 
Baldwin. Six of the nine players were letter-
men, headed by senior captain Rodney Mc-
Mullen, a three-year monogram winner. 
Other starters for the Musketeer linksmen 
were seniors Joe Ziegler and Mike Conliffe, 
juniors Tony Conlon and Ed Jacob and 
sophomore Carl Schlottman. Seeing plenty 
of service as reserves were sophomores Warren 
Schulten and Dick Kelly and freshman Dave 
Yeagers. 
THE SCHEDULE 
April 8 Bowhng Green Home 
April 11 Hanover Home 
April 19 Villa Madonna There 
April 25 Cincinnati There 
April 26 Ohio University and Kentucky Home 
April 29 Dayton There 
May 3 Miami Home 
May 6 Dayton Home 
May 9 Ohio Intercollegiate Columbus 
May 13 Cincinnati Home 
May 16 Wilmington Home 
May 17 Miami There 
May 20 Kentucky There 
Only one letterman, junior captain Bob 
Petersen, greeted tennis coach Bob Massman 
at the start of practice. Massman remained 
optimistic, however, after composing a fresh-
man-laden squad. He felt he had four good 
singles players in Petersen, sophomore Ken 
Albers and freshmen Danny O'Donnell and 
Alan Dohan, and would have a successful 
season if he could mold good doubles teams. 
Others on the nine-man team were junior Joe 
Delaney and freshmen Jim Finnerty, Danny 
Williams, Tony Pogliano and John Rice. 
THE SCHEDULE 
April 19 Kentucky Home 
April 21 Bradley Home 
April 22 Dayton There 
April 25 Wilmington Home 
April 27 Louisville Home 
April 28 Bellarmine There 
May 4 Cincinnati Home 
May 5 Morehead Home 
May 6 Miami Home 
May 10 Dayton Home 
May 11 Louisville There 
May 13 Bellarmine Home 
May 18 Earlham There 
ROBERT J. MASSMAN 
RAYMOND C. BALDWIN 
SCENES FROM SPRING FOOTBALL PRACTICE 
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Lt. Col. R. Nawalaniec, Lt . Col. T. Young, Lt. Col. E. Gerth, Hon. Cadet Col. E. Humphrey, Col W. Lamey, Lt. Col. S..Snyder, 
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Bottom row: S.F.C. J. Bramer, Sgt. P. Bocks, S.F.C. P. Kirwin, Lt. Col. R. Nawalaniec, Lt. Col. R. Kopecky, Hon. Cadet Capt. 
J. Sliva, Cadet Capt. E. Kuntz, Sgt. Maj. C. Mastropoalo, Sgt. Maj. W. Ruwe, Lt. D. McCartney. Second row: T. Hemmelgarm, 
R. Wechsler, T. Halpen, J. Masterson, L. Zins, J. Fallon, J. Autenrieb, J. Seta, D. Ryan, J. Ramos, J. Alexander, B. Barton. Third 
row: M. Cervino, J. Campbell, M. Ducheny, L. Kavel, J. Engelbert, H. Mollmann, R. Schatzle, J. McNamara, R. Heinichen, T. 
Mellett, T. Deters. Fourth row: J. Kuethe, D. Kent, D. Perkins, R. Stenger, R. Pulson, G. Junker, K. Thesing, F. Geraci, P. 
Jones, R. Gruber. Fifth row: J. Fry, L. Lawson, M. Box, J. Ferman, J. Reynolds, J. Meinberg, R. Gruber, B. Foster, J. Hunt. 
Bottom row: W. Beeler, Treasurer; R. Nawalaniec, President; R. McMullen, Capt. Klinger, 
Hon. Cadet Capt. E. Humphrey, Vice President; W. Lamey, Secretary; S. Snyder, R. Mallardi. 
Second row: E. Kuntz, R. Kopecky, D. Kopinski, C. Wilberding, E. Gerth. Third row: 









Bottom row: Capt. Fleming, Recording Secretary; D. Feldman, President; L. Hardy, Trea-
surer; C. Schmidt, Corresponding Secretary; J. Zirkel, Vice President; J. Mueller. Second 
row: Sgt. Kormanik, C. Klekamp, J. Schoenharl, E. Schmidt, A. Prasek. 
RIFLE TEAM 
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Seated: Mr. Raymond Tilton, Mr. Leo Meirose, Mr. Robert Helmes, Mr. Walter Behler, Mr. Lawrence Donnelly, Mr. Lawrence 
Selzer, Mr. John Finucan. Standing: Mr. Dominic Farrell, Mr. Oleg Zinam, Father Thomas Foley, S.J., Mr. William Smith. 
An era of residence at the Xavier Com-
mercial High School building comes to a close 
this year for the Evening College. During this 
time, the Evening College has grown to over 
fourteen hundred students a year, providing a 
valuable service to Greater Cincinnatians who 
wish to get an education at night. In future 
years, this tradition will be continued on the 
Evanston campus. 
The Evening College has an extensive and 
continually changing program to meet growing 
needs of a modern city. There are courses 
leading to both Bachelor and Master degrees. 
In addition, certificate programs and short-
term courses are available for persons who can 
give only a limited time to college. In general, 
the Evening College tries to enrich the lives 
of citizens in a growing Cincinnati. 
For the seventh year, the Evening College 
has been headed by the competent adminis-
trator. Dean Russell J. Walker. His assistant 
is Paul E. Sweeney, who is also director of 
veteran's education. 
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Seated: Father David McCarthy, S.J., Mr. John Muething, Father Thomas Shields, S.J., Mr. Cecil Hale, Mr. 
Raymond Lsisner, Mr. John Maupin, Mr. Gerald Harriman. Standing: Mr. Edward Goodman, Mr. Matias 
Vega, Mr. Paul Rieselman, Mr. Thomas Hailstones, Mr. Alvin Marrero, Mr. H. E. Wolfe, Mr. Robert Benkert, 
Mr. Clement Schuck. 
Seated: Mr. Arthur Volck, Mr. Edward Doering, Mr. Carl Udry, Mr. George Selzer, Mr. Frank Nieman, Mr. 




Seated: Mr. Glen LaGrange, Mr. Charles Austin, Mr. Joseph Settlemayer, Mr. Thomas Magner, Mr. John Tich, Mr. Bernard 
Gendreau, Mr. Jerome Fatora. Standing: Mr. Thomas Collins, Father John Mentag, S.J., Mr. Walter Clarke, Mr. Joseph Ebacher, 
Mr. George Flamm, Father Rudolph Prickril, Mr. Charles Burridge, Mr. Howard Schultz. 
ASSISTANT DEAN PAUL SWEENEY 
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J. Dennis Doherty, James Zirkel, Michael Rogers, Mr. Fred Hengehold, Robert Petersen, Daniel Deighan. 
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HONORS CONVOCATION 
REQUIESCAT IN PACE 
REV. ALBERT POETKER, S.J. 
Ph.D., LL.D. 
Father Poetker died at 73 on Friday, May 6. 
Like Father Breen, not too many of us knew 
him. He trained to be a scientist. The De-
pression made him an administrator, president 
of Detroit University. Yet he was a scientist 
long enough to discover the Poetker Lines in 
the infra red spectrum. 
Curious, for in later life it was light that 
failed. Unable to read the Mass, he was 
prompted by a tape recorder. 
Greatness is a human quality, but inas-
much as any man can leave his mark upon a 
place. Father Poetker made Xavier great, in 
his greatness. His name lives, and in bronze 
too. Look at the plaques in Science Hall. 
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LEAVES FROM THREE SEASONS 
SPRING 
After Easter, Xavier was as frantic as 
Spring. Seniors in many departments faced 
the Graduate Record tests and peeked from 
behind their hands to the coming compre-
hensive examinations. Our term paper dead-
lines approached inexorably. Denny Doherty 
and Bob Peterson decided the Dean's Speech 
Tournament, which the Dad's Club had 
sponsored, by tossing a coin. Bob won. But 
amid the academic and forensic struggles, it 
was time for the Junior Prom weekend with 
the boat ride on Friday and the prom itself 
on Saturday night. 
Darn shame, but despite a strong campaign, 
Wintergreen was not elected to Student 
Council. Yet with the election we began to 
recognize that another year had already begun 
to grow. 
On Wednesday, May fourth. Dr. Daniel 
Steible spoke to us at the Honors convoca-
tion. With a quiet good humor he explained 
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why he preferred a liberal arts college to pre-
animal husbandry programs. 
It was the weekend of May seventh that 
the seniors finally took their comprehensive 
examinations. The results were final and 
seemed to set the tone for the last flurry of 
activity for the year. Wintergreen won an 
unprecidented five terms in the Whitehouse 
at South Hall. Of Thee I Sing was a very 
pleasing way for the Masque Society to close 
its year. 
A cold breath, as if the air had been dis-
turbed by a closing door, whispered through 
the Xavier tree during the week. Sport coats 
briefly reappeared as the dull mornings hung 
obstinately at thirty degrees. But things were 
happening—final preparations for Family Day 
—the second movie offered by the French 
Club on Thursday. The air of finality, though, 






The 1960 Musketeer was printed and bound 
in Cincinnati by The Mountel Press 
I " " I I I _ 
Complete composition, letterpress printing, 
offset lithography and binding facilities; 
serving Cincinnati institutions and industry 
since 1897. 
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Lt. and Mrs. Kenneth Lohr West Point, N . Y. 
L O U I S P. 
West Point or Cincinnati . . . . 
Candids by Picks are becoming traditional 
Camera Specialist.... 
Home portraits 
Formal Bridal portraits 
Candid wedding picture stories 
Family groups 
3D color slides, direct color 
commercial 
Year book 
Old pictures copied and restored 
Fl CKS 






Class of I960 
cOo 
ARAMAC SUPPLY CO, 
2822-4-6 SPRING GROVE AVENUE CINCINNATI, OHIO 
HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING 
SUPPLIES 
Telephone: Kirby 1-2142 - 3 - 4 
JAMES C. ARATA, '21, President JAMES L. ARATA, '43, Vice-President 
LOUIS H . ARATA, '48, Treasurer 
BOB JANNING, '47 OWEN B . WRASSMAN, '50 
ALBERT E . DICKERT, '51 
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Portrait of a ^̂ B.W.T.C. !> !> * 
* (Better Way To Call) 
Make a lot of telephone calls? You'll be able to make 
them faster and easier, and in strict privacy, if you 
have a one-party telephone. With a one-party phone, 
you're so "easy to reach," too . . . and for only pennies 
a day more than two-party service costs. 
And what's more, a telephone extension in your own 
room is a real step-saver... gives you the convenience 
and privacy that make calling and being called a 
real pleasure. And for only about 21/2 cents a day. 
No matter where you live "off campus," a private 
line and an extension make your telephone visits 
more pleasant. Why not call our business office today ? 
The Cincinnati and Suburban Bell Telephone Company 
It costs n» f0^" 
"'"^REAITOR WITH A 
When you place your real estate business in the 
hands of a member of the Cincinnati Real Estate 
Board you may rest assured you will pay only 
standard rates. 
It cost you no more to deal with a REALTOR, 
bu t . . . 
You have the extra advantages of the services 
of a professional real estate man who must have 
experience, ability, integrity, and abide by a golden 
rule code of business ethics. In the Cincinnati area, 
only members of the Cincinnati Real Estate Board 
who have the high standards prescribed are per-
mitted to use the title "REALTOR" — your 
guarantee of the best real estate service. 
Look for "REALTOR" in classified ads, in the 
phone book and on business stationery. 
\ T H E CINCINNATI REAL ESTATE BOARD 
612 MERCANTILE LIBRARY BLDG. 
MAin 1-7500 
LUMBER 
WHITE PINE - M A H O G A N Y 
Fine Hardwoods 
CHARLES F. SHIELS & CO 
CINCINNATI 3, OHIO CHerry 1-0239 
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G R A D U A T E T O C O C A - C O L A . . . be really refreshed! 





Owi 92Hd yean. 
• 
2460 Glendale-Milford Road 
EVENDALE, OHIO 
Mills — Marion, Ohio 
PERKINS AND GEOGHEGAN 
INCORPORATED 
I N S U R A N C E 
T . J . Kilday 
Joseph P. Adams 
J. F. Frenkel 
H. L. Nelson 
John E. Young 
Charles B. Shea 
Thos. M. Geoghegan, Jr. 
Condit D. Brown 
Alfred F. Porter 
John W. Fead 
H. E . Fahrenbruck 
Paul E. Fielding 
• • 
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R I C H T E R ' S 
Better Ready Mixed Concrete 
PERFORMANCE COUNTS 
Architects, Engineers, and Builders are conscientious 
people. They want to get the BEST VALUE for 
the money spent. There is a sure way to get the 
BEST VALUE in Ready Mixed Concrete. Simply 
call your Building Supply Dealer and tell him you 
want Richter's Pozzolith Concrete. You will see 
the difference immediately, and in ten or twenty 
years or more from now you will still see a wonderful 
difference in performance. The principles of cement 
disperson and air entrainment are combined to 
produce this Super Concrete, with greater work-
ability, more water tightness, better appearance, 
and much longer life than just ordinary concrete. 
You have made a wise choice when you specify 
Richter's Better Pozzolith Concrete. 
ORDER DEPARTMENT: PArkway 1-7020 
RICHTER CONCRETE CORP. 
"Use the Best When You Build" 
Main Office: 
1249 W. SEVENTH STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO 




THE S. K. SMITH COMPANY 
2857 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE 
CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 
AMITY 
ADVERTISING and LETTER SERVICE 
711 SYCAMORE STREET 
COMPLETE MAIL SERVICE 
Pick Up and Delivery Service 
W. J. "BUD" JANSZEN 
GArfield 1-6689 
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DUNBAR 1-1106 133 BROADWAY 
C. A. SOUERI & CO 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF 
CHARLIE SQUERI, '51 
We Serve Xavier 
Compliments of 
MARTIN H. DUMLER, President 
THE CHATFIELD & WOODS SACK 
COMPANY 
ARBOR PLACE - HYDE PARK 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
JAS. P. BOLGER COAL 
COMPANY 
"Super Fuel Since 1895" 
1012 ENQUIRER BUILDING 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
KING MFG. CO. 
CINCINNATI 
BURLAP AND COTTON BAGS 
MRS. THOMAS J. Mussio 
Proprietor 
''Build With Lumber'' 
Over 90 Years of Service 
1 8 6 9 - 1 9 6 0 
THE J . B. DOPPES SONS 
LUMBER COMPANY 
1250 GEST STREET 
Weyerhaeuser Jf. Square Lumber 
T R I - S T A T E 
"Everything For The Musician" 
SELMER - BUNDY - REYNOLDS - MARTIN AND 
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENTS 
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE 
Instruments Rented 
150 WEST FIFTH STREET MAin 1-1788 
SECURITY BAKK, INC. 
PIKE AT NINTH 
COVINGTON, KY. 
• 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
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YOUR EDUCATION IS NOT COMPLETE 
UNTIL YOU HAVE HAD A POST 
GRADUATE COURSE IN 
FUN AT 
America's 
Finest Amusement Park 
ZfiUani ^044.iidn4f. and 
CASTINGS 
Gray Iron — Semi-Steel — Alloys 
Machine Tool and Sewer Castings 
Stoker Parts 
Machine Shop Service 
1237 WEST SIXTH STREET 
PHONE CHERRY 1-6550 
HARRY B. WEBER 
COMPANY 
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT 
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
118 WEST THIRD STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO 
JOHN F. SCHOENY CO, 
GROCERIES - FRUITS - VEGETABLES 
PArkway 1-5503 
415 PLUM STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO 
THE AMERICAN LINEN 
SUPPLY CO. 
2136 READING ROAD CINCINNATI, OHIO 
ESTE OILS COMPANY 
RESIDENCE - FUEL OILS - COMMERCIAL 
5556 VINE STREET 
CINCINNATI, OHIO AVon 1-6300 
THE BORNE CO., INC. 
MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT 
1549 KELLOGG AVE. COVINGTON, KY. 
AXtel 1-5447 
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For The Highest Quality In . . . 
STEREOTYPE PLATES AND MATS 
PRINTERS SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT 
Depend Upon 
Western Newspaper Union 
CHerry 1-1104 - 1-1105 
22 E A S T T W E L F T H S T R E E T 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
GOLDEN CREME DONUTS 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
Open All Nite - City Wide Delivery 
7052 BLUE ASH - SILVERTON - SYcamore 1-9945 
8146 COLERAIN - GROSBECK - JAckson 1-9026 
We Serve Xavier 
Wallingford Coffee Company 
37 EAST COURT STREET 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 




FIFTH AND BROADWAY 
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO GArfield 1-0482 
WILLIAM D. KUHLMAN CO. 
COAL, GAS AND OIL HEATING 
AIR CONDITIONING 
ALFRED AND COLERAIN CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Call MUlberry 1-3737 
"We Serve Xavier" 
Darel Home Shopping Service 
THE HAMBURG TEA COMPANY 
2238 QUATMAN AVENUE 
NORWOOD 12, OHIO 
JEfferson 1-7272 
Best Wishes To The Class Of '59 
HERRLINGER DISTRIBUTING CO. 
FIFTEENTH AND VINE 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
ADRIAN'S FLOWER SHOP 
CLIFTON AND LUDLOW UNiversity 1-1101 
DURBAN'S GREENHOUSES 
533 MCALPIN AVENUE UNiversity 1-7866 
DENNEMANN'S HOME BAKERY 
WEDDING, BIRTHDAY AND PARTY CAKES 
3073 MADISON ROAD 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
TRinity 1-4555 
AUFDEMKAMPE HARDWARE CO. 
1012 -1020 FREEMAN AVENUE 
CINCINNATI 3, OHIO DUnbar 1-3200 
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Compliments of 
THE BESL TRANSFER CO. 
5550 ESTE AVENUE ELMWOOD, OHIO 
Phone: VAlley 1-6544 
EDWARD J. SCHULTE 
ARCHITECT 
920 EAST MCMILLAN STREET 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
COFFEY'S PHARMACY 
Prescriptions Our Specialty 
2500 CLIFTON AVENUE 
UNiversity 1-8642 
SCHWARZ POULTRY MARKET 
"Where Quality Counts" 
3945 SPRING GROVE AVENUE 
CINCINNATI, OHIO MUlberry 1-6930 
"We Serve Xavier" 
FRANK ADAMS & CO., INC. 
2110 MONROE AVENUE NORWOOD, OHIO 
STRUCTURAL STEEL - SCRAP MATERIALS 
MElrose 1-3900 
LAWRENCE A. KANE 
Attorney at Law 
T r a c t i o n B u i l d i n g 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
DAVID B. WOOD, '29 
Attorney at Law 
T r a c t i o n B u i l d i n g 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
LEO G. KUHLMAN, 11 
Wadsworth Electric Co. 
Covington, Ky. 
DR. HARVEY G. GERDSEN 
19 West Seventh Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
CYRIL E. SCHRIMPF, M.D. 
2500 C l i f t o n A v e n u e 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
JAMES J. FAY, M.D. 
15 East Eighth Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
JEROME N. JANSON, M.D. 
3 2 1 5 L i n w o o d R o a d 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
J. H. DORNHEGGEN, M.D. 
2006 Madison Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
LAWRENCE A. POETKER 
Attorney at Law 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
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WILLIAM L. DOLLE, '25 
1375 T h o m w o o d 
Cincinnati 24, Ohio 
DR. GEORGE A. MEYERS 
448 East Fifth Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
THOMAS J. BALL, M.D., '24 
4642 Glenway Avenue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
DR. JAMES J. CLEAR 
C a r e w T o w e r 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
DR. JOSEPH G. CROTTY 
118 William Howard Taft 
C. R I C H A R D SCHRODER, M.D. , '32 
3619 Montgomery Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
EUGENE A. O'SHAUGHNESSY 
James Walsh Distillers 
Lawrenceburg, Indiana 
NEAL AHERN, '04 
The H. A. Seinsheimer Company 
Varsity-Town Clothes 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
JOHN B. HARDIG, '20 
CHARLES J. HARDIG, '52 
The Hardig Paint Co. 
1111 Harrison Avenue Cincinnati, Ohio 
ANTHONY ELSAESSER, '13 
Cincinnatian Hotel 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
J. HERMAN THUMAN, '99 
142 West Fourth Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
FRED C. LAMPING, '26 
Attorney at Law 
Traction Building Cincinnati, Ohio 
LAWRENCE H. KYTE 
Attorney at Law 
Union Central Building 
HARRY J. GILLIGAN, A.B., '12 
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SENIOR DIRECTORY 
CLASS OF '60 
Adams, Edmund J. 
3530 Hazelwood Ave. 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
Beiting, John M. 
3326 Orion Ave. 
Cincinnati 13, Ohio 
Brady, Roger A. 
2431 Concord Dr. 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Albanese, David J. 
3314 Observatory Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Bernard, Robert D. 
4170 Club View Dr. 
Cincinnati 9, Ohio 
Brouder, Thomas J. 
732 Lyman Ave. 
Oak Park, Illinois 
Albertz, Joseph P. 
1718 Wyoming Ave. 
Cincinnati 5, Ohio 
Berning, Dale P. 
933 Springbrook Dr. 
Cincinnati 24, Ohio 
Brown, Christopher W. 
320 Plum St. 
Maysville, Kentucky 
Allen, Thomas J. 
446 Tenth St. 
Niagara Falls, New York 
Bertram, Robert J. 
5539 Pinecrest Ln. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Burget, John R,, Jr. 
5721 Cheviot Rd. 
Cincinnati 37, Ohio 
Amend, Jerome H. 
14 Edwin Ct. 
Covington, Kentucky 
Bien, Roger A. 
3608 Shaw Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Caballero, James A. 
2492 Observatory Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Ayersman, Donald L. 
707 Warren Ave. 
Belpre, Ohio 
Blau, Edward B. 
103 Riverside Pkwy. 
Ft. Thomas, Kentucky 
Cahill, Thomas W. 
2841 Astoria Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Barton, Stanley J. 
1429 Dana Ave. 
Cincinnati 17, Ohio 
Boehm, Joseph J. 
3421 Erie Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Calvet, George A. 
7298 Lillibridge 
Detroit 14, Michigan 
Becker, William J. 
7007 Clovernoll Dr. 
Cincinnati 31, Ohio 
Bond, Edward J. 
4140 Round Bottom Rd. 
Newtown 30, Ohio 
Caruso, Frank A. 
3231 Hardisty Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Behrens, William B. 
6244 Gary Ave. 
Cincinnati 24, Ohio 
Bour, Joseph A. 
7115 Virginia St. 
Cincinnati 36, Ohio 
Cassady, William J., Ill 
3 Gradin Le. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Beirne, Robert N. 
3517 Herschel Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Boylan, Timothy V. 
208 Ohio St. 
Elyria, Ohio 
Caserta, Bert A. 
531 N. Prospect 
Marion, Ohio 
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Castelle, Bowyer G. 
1437 Collingwood 
Detroit, Michigan 
Coyne, Robert F. 
3672 Saybrook Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Drach, William H. 
3815 Millsbrae Ave. 
Cincinnati 9, Ohio 
Cavanaugh, Thomas 
5909 N. Kenmore 
Chicago 40, Illinois 
Curless, Carrol D. 
4426 Schulte Dr. 
Cincinnati 5, Ohio 
Dressman, William C. 
1146 Overlook Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Chen, Edward M. 
119 Queen's Rd. E. 
Hong Kong 
Dailey, John H. 
20595 Stratford 
Cleveland, Ohio 
DuBrucq, Glenn F. 
3866 Settle Ave. 
Cincinnati 27, Ohio 
Christmann, Joseph E. 
816 10th Ave. 
Middletown, Ohio 
Daly, Lawrence J. 
401 Clark 
Middletown, Ohio 
Duffy, William M. 
1129 Loyala Ave. 
Chicago 26, Illinois 
Clark, Raymond R. 
12800 Mercier 
Wyandotte, Michigan 
Dammarell, Michael J. 
530 Clinton Springs Ave. 
Cincinnati 17, Ohio 
Dulle, Joseph A. 
3030 Observatory Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Clark, Thomas A. 
2637 Ida 
Norwood 12, Ohio 
Dehan, Robert C. 
R. No. 4, Box 202 
Wilmington, Ohio 
Dumbacher, John P. 
3931 Ledgewood Dr. 
Cincinnati 29, Ohio 
Clements, Kenneth B. 
2449 N. E. 27 Ter. 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
Dehler, George P. 
3342 Felicity Dr. 
Cincinnati 16, Ohio 
Dyehouse, Thomas F. 
10146 Springfield Pk. 
Cincinnati 15, Ohio 
Conliffe, Michael E. 
3216 Rock Creek Dr. 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Deibel, John W. 
397 E. Baird Ave. 
Barbertown, Ohio 
Eckstein, Thomas J 
1227 Comer 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Connaughton, John B. 
325 N. "C" St. 
Hamilton, Ohio 
Delaney, James R., Jr. 
17565 Muiriand 
Detroit 21, Michigan 
Economou, Alexander 
5700 Ehrling Rd. 
Cincinnati 27, Ohio 
Connaughton, Thomas E. 
1031 Tiffin Ave. 
Hamilton, Ohio 
Dobrozsi, John R. 
216 Bellemonte 
Middletown, Ohio 
Edelmann, Edgar S. 
711 Hermosa Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Cornelius, Charles J. 
5646 Vogel Rd. 
Cincinnati 39, Ohio 
Doyle, Edmund T. 
311 Oakland Park 
Columbus 14, Ohio 
Eichelberger, James W. 
4121 W. Liberty St. 
Cincinnati 5, Ohio 
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Eigel, Ronald J. 
3265 Glendora Ave. 
Cincinnati 20, Ohio 
Forster, Denis M. 
8 No. Prospect 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Gerstle, John E., Jr. 
413 Cornell PI. 
Louisville 7, Kentucky 
Eilerman, Robert G. 
33 W. Villa PI. 
Ft. Thomas, Kentucky 
Frank, Thomas R. 
5903 Pandora Ave. 
Cincinnati 13, Ohio 
Gerth, Edwin C. 
18313/̂  Goodman Ave. 
Cincinnati 39, Ohio 
Eling, Paul P. 
2367 Sharon Rd. 
Sharonville 41, Ohio 
Frigerio, Patrick A. 
2536 No. 94th St. 
Wawatosa 13, Wisconsin 
Geygan, Thomas J. 
1967 Berkley Ave. 
Cincinnati 37, Ohio 
Enright, Daniel W. 
1144 Carmania Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Frutkin, Reynold F. 
7347 Markal 
Cleveland 30, Ohio 
Gildea, Paul F. 
737 W. 4th St. 
Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
Erdman, Michael H. 
8556 Hendrie 
Huntington Wds., Mich. 
Furio, August J. 
5837 Ranlyn Dr. 
Cincinnati 39, Ohio 
Gill, Michael G. 
8347 S. Wood St. 
Chicago 20, Illinois 
Evans, Edward F. 
3503 Michigan Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Gallagher, Charles P. 
2104 Richmond Rd. 
Toledo 7, Ohio 
Glandorf, William E. 
4009 Crosley Ave. 
Norwood 12, Ohio 
Fanning, Charles D. 
1320 Covedale Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Gallagher, Michael F. 
605 S. Ohio Ave. 
Sidney, Ohio 
Glatthaar, James A. 
497 Enright Ave. 
Cincinnati 5, Ohio 
Farkas, Frank G. 
8148 South St. 
Detroit 17, Michigan 
Garlando, Thomas B. 
1257 Woodward Ave. 
Akron 10, Ohio 
Gleeson, Joseph G. 
75 White Oak St. 
New Rochelle, New York 
Ferring, Thomas F. 
115 Glazier Ave. 
Bellevue, Kentucky 
Gavin, Joseph Anthony 
3824 Applegate Ave. 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
Goertz, George W. 
6930 Mansfield Rd. 
Falls Church, Virginia 
Fischer, Thomas C. 
65 Pleasant Ridge 
Covington, Kentucky 
Geiss, Matt J. 
6716 Maple 
Cincinnati 27, Ohio 
Gonnella, Thomas A. 
1119 Hartzell 
Niles, Ohio 
Foote, John T. 
Seven Oaks 
Loveland, Ohio 
Geraghty, Thomas C. 
515 Grafton Ave. 
Dayton 6, Ohio 
Gortemiller, William F. 
17 Mary St. 
Cincinnati 16, Ohio 
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Greaney, James E. 
2226 Northland 
Lakewood, Ohio 
Haley, Paul B. 
423 Cornelia 
Joliet, Illinois 
Hille, Eugene W. 
823 Overlook Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Greene, Ulysses S. 
706 E. 6th St. 
Cincinnati 2, Ohio 
Harbold, Ralph H., Jr. 
774 N. Crescent Ave. 
Cincinnati 29, Ohio 
Hirsch, Clarence A. 
R. R. No. 7 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
Gresik, Edward W. 
1457 W. Fillmore 
Chicago 7, Illinois 
Hampel, Charles R. 
107 Church St. 
St. Bernard, Ohio 
Hock, Howard P. 
3537 St. Martin PL 
Cheviot 11, Ohio 
Gressler, Thomas H. 
250 Fisk St. 
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 
Harnishfeger, Dale D. 
1623 Knowlton St. 
Cincinnati 23, Ohio 
Hoeting, John H. 
6243 Glenway Ave. 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
Grib, Phillip J. 
3733 W. Marquette 
Chicago, Illinois 
Hartlage, Thomas A, 
220 Sturgis Ave. 
Cincinnati 17, Ohio 
Hofmeyer, Giles M. 
577 Rosemont Ave. 
Cincinnati 5, Ohio 
Grimmer, James F. 
1833 Randalia 
Ft. Wayne 3, Indiana 
Hartnett, James E. 
6712 Bosworth 
Chicago 26, Illinois 
Hopkins, John P. 
Lundale, 
West Virginia 
Grissmer, Thomas W. 
5805 Norwaldo 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Hauck, Karl Bernard 
1312 Observatory 
Reading 15, Ohio 
Howard, Francis P. 
1747 Franklin Pk. 
So. Columbus 5, Ohio 
Gruber, Richard L. 
6239 Orchard Le. 
Cincinnati 13, Ohio 
Heckmuller, Peter N. 
3805 Applegate 
Cheviot 11, Ohio 
Huber, Kenneth R. 
6118 Sunridge Dr. 
Cincinnati 24, Ohio 
Grupenhoff, William A. 
3289 Van Zandt Rd. 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
Hentz, David J. 
14 Glenway Ave. 
Ft. Thomas, Kentucky 
Hugenberg, Paul F. 
40 W. 6th St. 
Covington, Kentucky 
Gundrum, Albert W. 
3637 Struble 
Cincinnati 39, Ohio 
Heringer, Charles J. 
208 Glazier 
Bellevue, Kentucky 
Hulefeld, Frank T. 
7380 Algonquin 
Cincinnati 43, Ohio 
Haas, Francis X. 
15 Mayfield Ave. 
Ft. Thomas, Kentucky 
Herrington, Bradley J. 
7306 Fair Oaks 
Cincinnati 37, Ohio 




Ireton, William H. 
3189 Sunny Crest Le. 
Kettering, Ohio 
Keenan, John P. 
4035 Catherine 
Norwood 12, Ohio 
Kilmer, Arthur C. 
838 Lincoln Rd. 
Bellevue, Kentucky 
Jannott, Frederick P., Jr. 
63 Amsterdam Ave. 
Menands, New York 
Keenan, William B. 
201 S. Humphrey Ave. 
Oak Park, Illinois 
King, John A. 
724 Covert Run 
Bellevue, Kentucky 
Jensen, James W. 
1821 S. E. 21st Ave. 
Pompano Beach, Florida 
Kelly, Brian C. 
159 Brown Blvd. 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Kohler, William T. 
488 Wilke Dr. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Jirkans, James C. 
15600 Norway Ave. 
Cleveland 11, Ohio 
Kelly, John K. 
3303 Mannington Ave. 
Cincinnati 26, Ohio 
Kopecky, Robert J. 
141 Gage Rd. 
Riverside, Illinois 
Jones, Robert S. 
850 Garfield 
Milford, Ohio 
Kemper, Ronald C. 
4439 Mayhew Rd. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Kopinski, Dale M. 
3927 Grantley Rd. 
Toledo 13, Ohio 
Joseph, Donald W. 
487 Pedretti Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Kenney, William F. 
4128 Simpson St. 
Cincinnati 27, Ohio 
Korman, Ronald A. 
471 Samoth Ridge Rd. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Jung, Charles F. 
2634 North Bend Rd. 
Cincinnati 39, Ohio 
Kenny, John T. 
106 Washington Blvd. 
Oak Park, Illinois 
Kramer, Donald J. 
229 Walnut St. 
Reading 15, Ohio 
Juniet, Aloysius L. 
4034 S. Jefferson Ave. 
Norwood 12, Ohio 
Kern, Francis J., Jr. 
1047 Benz Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Kroger, Paul E. 
715 W. Elm 
Ludlow, Kentucky 
Kappas, James P. 
812 St. James 
Covington, Kentucky 
Kervan, James P. 
5152 Pleasant Run 
Indianapolis 19, Indiana 
Kron, John J. 
5774 Wielert 
Cincinnati 39, Ohio 
Kearns, Bernard T., Jr. 
4417 Pembroke Le. 
Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
Khalili, Joseph E. 
Goshe House 
Akabat Asileh, Jerusalem 
Kuntz, Edgar L. 
410 W. 6th St. 
Anderson, Indiana 
Kearns, George H. 
7343 Harrison Rd. 
Cincinnati 31, Ohio 
Killigrew, Robert E. 
27 Haughton Cir. 
Corning, New York 




Landon, James C. 
9545 S. Oakley 
Chicago, Illinois 
Magner, Thomas J. 
399 Fullerton 
Chicago, Illinois 
McCarty, William J. 
10274 Balfour 
Detroit 24, Michigan 
LaPille, Ronald L. 
5356 Cloverleaf 
Cincinnati 39, Ohio 
Maher, John E. 
928 E. 2nd St. 
Maysville, Kentucky 
McComas, Thomas W. 
522 Church St. 
Evanston, Illinois 
Lassus, Jon F. 
1822 Kenwood 
Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
Mallardi, Robert N. 
19030 Pearl Rd. 
Strongsville, Ohio 
McGhee, Paul T. 
3156 Edgefield 
Columbus, Ohio 
LaVilla, Thomas A, 
155 Middle Neck Rd. 
Port Washington, New York 
Maley, Richard T. 
2657 Mendova Le. 
Cincinnati 30, Ohio 
McGraw, Thomas R. 
2016 Crown St. 
Cincinnati 12, Ohio 
Leonard, Joseph A. 
7505 Ayres Rd. 
Cincinnati 30, Ohio 
Malone, Thomas F. 
303 Eighth 
Belle, West Virginia 
McLaughlin, Robert L. 
1372 W. 83rd St. 
Cleveland 2, Ohio 
Leser, Jerome P. 
4738 Mt. Alverno Rd. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Maratea, Natale R. 
2630 S. Drake Ave. 
Chicago, Illinois 
McMullen, Rodney W. 
78 Avon Dr. 
Hamilton, Ohio 
Link, James F. 
1832 Reading Rd. 
Reading 15, Ohio 
Martin, Vincent J. 
3742 Marydell PL 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
McTigue, Robert J. 
4833 W. Polk St. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Logsdon, John M., I l l 
11777 Atwood Ave. 
Cincinnati 24, Ohio 
Mattel, Robert J. 
1730 Courtland 
Norwood 12, Ohio 
Mechley, Albert, Jr. 
3415 Ferncroft Dr. 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
Lomiski, John 
6259 Waltella PL 
Cincinnati 12, Ohio 
Matzet, John E. 
1435 Regent Ave. 
Cincinnati 37, Ohio 
Meredith, J. Stephen 
2533 Ravine St. 
Cincinnati 19, Ohio 
Madigan, James J. 
1152 Overlook Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Mawhorr, James Kenneth 
4422 So. Harrison 
Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
Mersch, Donald J. 
6753 Cheviot Rd. 
Cincinnati 39, Ohio 
Maggini, George B. 
6015 Crittenden Dr. 
Cincinnati 44, Ohio 
Mazurek, Edward J. 
161 Grove St. 
Stamford, Conn. 
Merten, Barron C. 
1067 Overlook Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
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Messman, Frank J. 
575 Shore Acres 
Mamaroneck, New York 
Muench, Thomas J. 
610 Washington 
Wilmette, Illinois 
Noll, Thomas E. 
2534 Amsterdam Rd. 
Ludlow, Kentucky 
Meyer, Ronald J. 
3912 Vine Vista 
Cincinnati 17, Ohio 
Murphy, James E. 
4345 Marlin Ave. 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
Noonan, George A. 
3445 N. Keating 
Chicago 41, Illinois 
Middendorf, William J. 
1612 Dell Terr. 
Cincinnati 30, Ohio 
Murphy, Michael G. 
13104 Rewier 
Southgate, Michigan 
Noonan, Robert Thomas 
4411 Glenway Ave. 
Cincinnati 5, Ohio 
Miller, Randall P. 
2504 Eighth St. 
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
Murray, Hugh L. 
717 Gholson Ave. 
Cincinnati 29, Ohio 
Norkus, John R. 
2140 W. 23rd PL 
Chicago 8, Illinois 
Minogue, James M. 
502 Berry 
Bellevue, Kentucky 
Myers, Alan F. 
17 Cartland 
Norwalk, Ohio 
Obert, William J. 
2500 Savannah Ave. 
Cincinnati 39, Ohio 
Mitchell, John L., Jr. 
7019 Ohio Ave. 
Cincinnati 36, Ohio 
Nawalaniec, Robert S. 
3617 Henritze 
Cleveland 9, Ohio 
Oberting, Donald J. 
125 S. Pine Ave. 
Albany, New York 
Montovani, Edward F. 
9190 Kerwood Dr. 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Neville, Urban G. 
5406 Cannas Dr. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Oblinger, Charles J. 
6238 Gracely Dr. 
Cincinnati 33, Ohio 
Moore, Nolan J. 
2363 Baltimore Ave. 
Cincinnati 25, Ohio 
Niehaus, John T. 
2915 Cadillac Ave. 
Cincinnati 9, Ohio 
O'Brien, Donald J. 
1102 W. Garfield 
Chicago 9, Illinois 
Morrison, Patrick E. 
2553 Moundview 
Norwood 12, Ohio 
Niehaus, Thomas J. 
4063 Vinedale Ave. 
Cincinnati 5, Ohio 
O'Daniel, Henry E. 
Rt. No. 2 
Lebanon, Kentucky 
Moss, Walter G. 
3142 Auten Ave. 
Cincinnati 13, Ohio 
Niehoff, Robert T. 
4047 W. Eighth St. 
Cincinnati 5, Ohio 
Ortman, Richard H. 
5624 Werk Rd. 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
Mueller, Gerald R. 
1859 Berkley Cir. 
Cincinnati 37, Ohio 
Noe, James L. 
4356 Dane Ave. 
Cincinnati 23, Ohio 
Page, Thomas N. 
5930 Carpol 
Cincinnati 41, Ohio 
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Perry, Clifford 0. 
4276 Mayhew Rd. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Quigley, James P. 
141 Newell Rd. 
Schenectady, N. Y. 
Ricotta, Salvatore A. 
2212 Grand Ave. 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Peter, Clarence C. 
2320 Madison Ave. 
Norwood 12, Ohio 
Rapien, Joseph H. 
5429 Pfeiffer Rd. 
Cincinnati 42, Ohio 
Rolfes, Gerald J. 
2810 Inverness PL 
Cincinnati 9, Ohio 
Peter, Stanley F. 
4229 28th Ave. 
Cincinnati 9, Ohio 
Raters, Eugene C. 
1283 Parkway 
Covington, Kentucky 
Rolfes, John E. 
1549 Clovernoll Ave. 
Cincinnati 31, Ohio 
Petering, Ronald J. 
10 Burnham St. 
Cincinnati 18, Ohio 
Rawlings, John W. 
6243 Robinson Red. 
Cincinnati 13, Ohio 
Rowe, Gerald E. 
901 McPherson Ave. 
Cincinnati 5, Ohio 
Petrocelli, Joseph V. 
4812 Oak St. 
Norwood 12, Ohio 
Reed, Paul A., Jr. 
3750 Kenilworth PL 
Cincinnati 20, Ohio 
Rottmueller, Frank S. 
2743 Grandin Rd. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Pfeiffer, Gerald R. 
94 E. Mitchell Ave. 
St. Bernard, Ohio 
Rehme, Kenneth A. 
1167 Alnetta Dr. 
Cincinnati 30, Ohio 
Ryan, Stephen G. 
1036 Santa Cruz 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Piontek, Richard J. 
2400 Bethel Church Rd. 
Bethel Park, Pa. 
Reilly, Franklin W. 
1170 Coronado Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Sailing, Russel M. 
1915 Tilden Ave. 
Norwood 12, Ohio 
Poillon, Richard D. 
5 Sachem Rd. 
Greenwich, Conn. 
Reilman, Thomas A. 
3303 Renfro Ave. 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
Sammon, Patrick J. 
3444 Berea Rd. 
Cleveland 11, Ohio 
Polosky, Charles T. 
4811 Brownsville Rd. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Reising, Charles A. 
850 Blue Ridge Rd. 
Evansville 15, Indiana 
Scahill, Thomas C. 
3836 Petoskey Ave. 
Cincinnati 27, Ohio 
Przybylinski, James P. 
7033^ Pearl St. 
Michigan City, Indiana 
Reuter, Frederick M. 
411 Berry 
Bellevue, Kentucky 
Scarff, J. Dennis 
8746 Preston PL 
Chevy Chase, Md. 
Queenan, Thomas J. 
7150 Maple Ave. 
Madeira, Ohio 
Rice, Glenn E. 
2 Flower Ct. 
Lakeside Park, Kentucky 
Schlake, Bernard H. 
3741 Edwards Rd. 
Cincinnati 9, Ohio 
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Schmitt, Anthony B. 
3272 Jessup Rd. 
Cincinnati 39, Ohio 
Serieka, Edward J. 
3 Middlesex St. 
Winchester, Massachusetts 
Straub, Richard R. 
3616 St. Martin PL 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
Schmitt, Frank L. 
3479 Mt. Carmel Rd. 
Cincinnati 44, Ohio 
Shanahan, Thomas J. 
148 142nd St. 
Neponsit 94, New York 
Stuntebeck, Robert R. 
534 Pike St. 
Covington, Kentucky 
Schneider, Leo J. 
2262 Quebec Rd. 
Cincinnati 14, Ohio 
Sicking, James J. 
6568 Kincaid Rd. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Sweeney, Hugh A. 
3134 Wilmette Ave. 
Wilmette, Illinois 
Schneider, Terrence P. 
314 Compton Rd. 
Wyoming 15, Ohio 
Sikora, Paul T. 
21567 S. Park Dr. 
Fairview Park, Ohio 
Tasto, James P. 
2615 W. Berwyn 
Chicago, Illinois 
Schoen, Jerome E. 
9540 Hamlin 
Evanston, Illinois 
Simon, Gerald F. 
1254 Norwood 
Chicago 40, Illinois 
Terwort, William E. 
15 Leathers Rd. 
So. Ft. Mitchell, Kentucky 
Schoenberger, Dale R. 
2228 Ronda 
Cincinnati 12, Ohio 
Sipe, Marshall G. 
2625 Ida Ave. 
Cincinnati 12, Ohio 
Theuring, Edward J. 
1221 Charleston Ave. 
Huntington, West Virginia 
Schreibeis, Julian J. 
4139 Linden 
Cincinnati 36, Ohio 
Smith, Burton D. 
952 Medosch Ave. 
Cincinnati 15, Ohio 
Thole, Louis C, Jr. 
7641 Greenland Ave. 
Cincinnati 37, Ohio 
Schroeder, Edward C. 
288 S. Roys Ave. 
Columbus 4, Ohio 
Snyder, Stephen J. 
801 Alexander Pk. 
Anderson, Indiana 
Theis, Richard J. 
1015 Reading Rd. 
Reading 15, Ohio 
Schuerman, Kenneth C. 
6700 Shawnee Run Rd. 
Cincinnati 43, Ohio 
Spaeth, Thomas N. 
1339 Michigan Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Timmerman, Michael W. 
5 Harwood Rd. 
Louisville 7, Kentucky 
Sena, James A. 
2770 Sarita Ave. 
Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Spelz, John B. 
433 Leath Rd. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Vanek, R. DeVereaux 
5132 So. Sawyer 
Chicago 32, Illinois 
Sennott, Ralph J., Jr. 
26 Grozier Rd. 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Stevens, David G. 
Winthrop, 
New York 
Wagner, Edward F. 
242 So. Chesterfield 
Columbus 9, Ohio 
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Wallis, Daniel A. 
1025 Dana Ave. 
Cincinnati 29, Ohio 
Wessendarp, Thomas Kevin 
4400 Foley Rd. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Wratten, Richard W. 
3329 Mowbray Ct. 
Cincinnati 26, Ohio 
Walsh, James E. 
5111 Oliver 
Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
Westrich, Melvin A. 
3503 St. Martin's PL 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
Wynne, Vincent J. 
1745 Longbourne St. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Warner, John R. 
318 Prospect 
Bellevue, Kentucky 
Widolff, Ronald G. 
3616 Darwin Ave. 
Cincinnati 11, Ohio 
Young, Thomas E. 
197 Guernsey 
Columbus, Ohio 
Weibel, Francis J. 
814 Pedretti Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Wiedemann, John T. 
339 Eastern 
Toledo 9, Ohio 
Zepf, Edward C. 
3921 Herron Ave. 
Cincinnati 23, Ohio 
Weibel, Leonard A. 
814 Pedretti Ave. 
Cincinnati 38, Ohio 
Wilberding, Charles B. 
2232 Cragmont 
Madison, Indiana 
Zickefoose, Theodore R. 
5213 Virginia Ave. 
Charlestown, West Virginia 
Weller, Joseph F. 
1802 Lincoln Ave. 
Louisville 13, Kentucky 
Wine, Leo J. 
315 Fairlawn Rd. 
Louisville 7, Kentucky 
Ziegler, Joseph G. 
4122 Hoffman 
Cincinnati 36, Ohio 
Wenker, Donald L. 
3828 Drake Ave. 
Cincinnati 9, Ohio 
Wottle, Edward A. 
233 Harvey Ct. 
Cincinnati 17, Ohio 
Zwick, Raymond J. 
2060 Springdale 
Cincinnati 31, Ohio 
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Rev. Walter Krolikowski, S.J., Assistant Dean, Masque Society 
Moderator. 
The Athletic Department, Xavier University. 
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My thanks also goes not only to the men on the Staff, and our 
Moderator, Dr. Edward Doering, but also to the Students. With this, 
the book closes and my fondest wish is that the Class of 1960 and this 
book be remembered on Xavier's campus, 
E. S. EDELMANN, 
Editor-in-Chief, 
1960 MUSKETEER. 
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